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E-waste to be accepted
at County’s HHW Facility
On January 9, 2008, the Scott
County Household Hazardous Waste
(HHW) Facility will begin accepting
used consumer electronic devices for recycling for a low fee of $0.35 per pound.
Items that will
be accepted include: computers (PCs,
monitors, keyboards, and
other components), stereo
components, TVs, VCRs, DVD players,
et cetera. These items are currently prohibited by Minnesota law from being
disposed of in your garbage.
The electronic items will be weighed
as they are accepted, and payment will
be collected at that time. The average
cost for a VCR or DVD player will be
around $3.50, while the collection and
management of a computer monitor
might cost anywhere from $10 to $20.

Of course, the actual amount due will vary
from item to item, depending on the
weight of that particular device. Please
note: Due to a limited ability to provide
exact change for participants, it is recommended that you bring a checkbook
whenever possible – and remember, a
driver’s license is always required when
bringing any type of waste to the HHW
Facility. Unfortunately, we are not yet
able to process credit cards or debit cards
at the facility.
The Scott County HHW Facility is
located at 588 Country Trail East (Minnesota Highway 282 southwest of Prior
Lake) in Spring Lake Township. Hours
are Wednesdays from 12 noon to 6:00
p.m., and Saturdays from 8:00 a.m. to 12
noon. The facility will be closed Dec.
20 through Jan. 5.
Please note: the Scott County
HHW Facility does not accept appli-

An old-fashioned holiday celebration
Historic Murphy’s Landing is hosting its annual “Folkways of the
Holidays” program. Attractions include horse-drawn trolley rides, tours
of homes with culturally distinct decorations, crafts, and folk
performances. See Page 16 for more information.

HHW FACILITY to Page 14

New Options opens doors for people with disabilities

New Options client Terry Olhow enjoys his work.

In 1990, members of Congress and President
George H. W. Bush gathered for the official signing
of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Since
then, many doors have been opened for individuals
with disabilities – both developmental and physical.
Minnesota has achieved the highest employment
rate of people with disabilities in the United States.
Individuals with disabilities take great pride in their
employment and their ability to earn an income. Employers who hire individuals with disabilities tend to
have very supportive staffs that have discovered the
great work ethics and sense of humor their disabled
employees bring to the workplace.
At New Options (the County’s Day Treatment and
Habilitation facility for persons with developmental
disabilities), there are many employment success stories to celebrate. Clients invigorate staff with their excitement and anticipation about “going to work.” The
desire to work, and the pride each individual shows in
his or her job, is nothing short of inspiring. New Options participants perform a variety of jobs, both in
the community and on-site. Here are just a few comments shared by some of the very supportive employers and staff that employ New Options clients.
Renaissance Festival: Bonnie Bartyzal — “It’s
been great! They’re dependable and happy to be here.”
CAP Agency: Lyle Grimer — “Very friendly, con-

siderate.” Carol Allard — “Awesome! Friendly! Bright
spot in the day.”
Scott County Historical Society: Kathleen Klehr
— “The cleaning crew is always on time and very
friendly. They stick to their tasks and are focused on
completing them fully. I have had a wonderful experience with the crew.”
Grandmere Sage Gardens: Cindy Mark — “They
are very enthusiastic people who enjoy being out in
the country and who take their tasks seriously and yet
seem to enjoy doing it as well. I have enjoyed being
able to give back to the community by hiring the crew
to help maintain gardens that in turn creates an atmosphere here that adds to the ambience I am trying to
continue.
Scott County Transit: Troy Beam — “They do a
fabulous job and the cost is better than reasonable.
Every day, we look forward to seeing their smiling
faces and the crew supervisor does such a nice job
making sure that everything is done to our satisfaction. I keep thinking this is some kind of trade secret
and once others find out about it, we will lose them! I
think I can speak for Shakopee and the BlueXpress
bus service from the Southbridge Crossings Park and
Ride site as well as the Seagate Park and Ride Site,
when I say that they do a fantastic job at all these faNEW OPTIONS to Page 14

Energy bills high?

How do you drive?

No alcohol allowed!

Ten simple tips can help
you save energy and
money in your home.
Page 7

Take a written test and
update yourself on
Minnesota traffic laws.

That was the law of the land during
Prohibition, but some were imbibing
in Scott County.
Page 15
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Top of the SCENE
By Dave Unmacht
Scott County Administrator

County government with new borders
For those of you who may occasionally skim the title of my column and then
determine whether it is worth reading, please note from the words of this title that
this is not a column about “expanding government” or “mission creep.” This is a
column about opportunities to do business differently.
As you read on ponder this fact for a minute. The borders of Scott County
were formed in 1853 and, to this day some 154 years later, they have not changed.
(Stay with me…this won’t be a geography lesson, nor will it be a history tutorial. I
promise.) The boundaries themselves aren’t any problem, of course, but the fact
that we are trying to deliver county-based services — almost all of them unimaginable in the mid-19th Century — in a land area that has remained static for over a
hundred years is at best awkward and at worst problematic.
Frankly, the original political boundaries of the 1850s are not a good model
anymore. I would argue this is true for all counties in Minnesota. Don’t misunderstand me – the breathtaking land and natural resources of Scott County is one of
our greatest blessings; but to use geographic boundaries as the basic element to
deliver county services in today’s world just doesn’t make sense any longer.
So what do we do about it?
First, this is hardly a crisis. But every day passing is a day of missed opportunity. Think about it: We can communicate with someone across the ocean by
phone or e-mail in “real time.” This phenomenon has a lot to do with how and why
the country of India and other developing nations have taken over many of the
world’s technology challenges. Of course, we can’t ship local government services overseas, but we certainly can (and must) seriously examine the form, shape,
size, and method of delivering local services… and not just in the traditional way
of “reinventing” an organization. We need to reinvent local government services
without the constraint of traditional borders and boundaries. Of course, we need
many partners and supporters to accomplish this effort. Let’s try to envision government with new borders and see what might happen. The borders created for us
in the horse and buggy days just don’t make sense in an iPhone world.
In Scott County, we have started along this path already. SCALE is a Countywide initiative of all the governments, including the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux
Community, whose stated purpose is: “Together, we can and will do business better and more efficiently.” Further, Scott County staff is working closely with employees of both Dakota and Carver County to find a more efficient way to deliver
existing county services that all three of us already do within our prescribed borders. Now, to be fair and forthright, it is true that — with our SCALE partners and
county peers – Scott County already has a large number of joint agreements and
partnerships. However, the framework for all of them still exists within the geographic boundaries of what we are today.
The horse paths, streams, rivers, forests, and fields were an excellent way to
divide land into service sections a long time ago. Now our work and business is
far too complicated to let these parameters define our future. Toward this end, we
are working on ideas and solutions which will change how we do business in the
future. On November 29, the Scott County Board met with the Dakota County
Board in a meeting designed to talk about how and where we can provide public
services and do our common business together more efficiently. One elected official directed us to continue our discussion and pursuits to find the best ways to
deliver the same services, regardless of our boundaries.
We joke around the office that maybe we should be called “Scokota” or
“Scarver” County. Well, we’re not there — but why not think creatively and long
into the future? I have often argued that citizens don’t care anymore what color the
squad car is, they just want it to be there when they need it… and the same goes for
ambulances, snowplows, and public health nurses. In order for local officials to
guarantee a professional, efficient, and effective outcome for their citizens, we
can’t only look inward anymore, we must look to our townships, cities, schools,
tribal governments, and other counties to help us answer this question. And we all
have the same questions.
A lifelong friend of mine works in the health care industry for a private company that owns and manages hospitals all over the country. In response to that old
“How’s it goin’?” question, he often deadpans, “We are going through another one
of our weekly reorgs.” I would not suggest that it would be either healthy or
productive to weekly “reorg” our County boundaries, but 8,008 weeks after we
were founded, it might now be a good time to consider it.

Editorial Policy
The purpose of this publication is to provide the public with
information about Scott County government and the opportunities
it offers its citizens. We encourage you to contact Lisa Kohner,
Scott County Public Affairs Coordinator, at 952-496-8780 or
lkohner@co.scott.mn.us if you have questions or a suggestion
for a future topic.

Scott SCENE now online
The Scott SCENE can now be viewed online through a
link on the Scott County homepage:
www.co.scott.mn.us

Find Scott County’s home page at www.co.scott.mn.us

Commissioners’ Corner
December 18
December 25

County Board Meetings Though February
—
County Board meeting
—
no meeting – happy holidays!*

January 1
January 8
January 15
January 22
January 29

—
—
—
—
—

no meeting – happy holidays!*
County Board meeting
no meeting
County Board meeting
County Board workshop

February 5
February 12
February 19
February 26

—
—
—
—

County Board meeting
County Board meeting
no meeting
County Board meeting

The Scott County Board meets at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesdays (except if indicated
above) at the Government Center in Shakopee. The Board proceedings are rebroadcast on your local government access cable channels. Please refer to your
weekly newspapers for broadcast dates and times. If you wish to obtain a copy of
the Board meeting in VHS or DVD format, please call the Scott County Administration office at (952) 496-8100; there will be a slight charge. Additionally, Board
agenda, meeting minutes, and “Board Brief” summaries are available on the
County’s website at www.co.scott.mn.us, or by calling Debra Brazil at (952) 4968601.
* All Scott County government offices will be closed on December 25,
2007 and January 1, 2008 in observance of the holidays.

Citizen Committee Vacancies
The Scott County Board of Commissioners is looking for interested citizens to
serve on the following advisory committees. Members of advisory committees are
provided with a per diem and mileage reimbursement for attendance at meetings.
If you have any questions or are interested in serving on one of these committees,
contact Deb Brazil at dbrazil@co.scott.mn.us or (952) 496-8601.
Board of Adjustment and Planning Advisory Commission (1 vacancy).
Currently, there is one vacancy in Commissioner District 3. The purpose of the
Planning Advisory Commission is to hold public hearings on amendments to the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan in the townships; review all applications for conditional use permits, interim use permits, plans for subdivision of land; and to make
recommendations for approval or denial to the County Board. The Board of Adjustment holds public hearings and makes decisions on variance requests. These
Boards meet on the second Monday of the month at 6:30 p.m.
Human Services Resource Council (3 vacancies). The Resource Council
consists of three representatives from each Commissioner District. Currently, there
are three vacancies on the Council, with openings in Commissioner Districts 3 and
5. Members serve two-year terms, and are eligible to serve three terms. The
Resource Council participates in the formation of the Strategic Plan for the development, implementation, and operation of programs and services of the County
Board; makes recommendations concerning the annual budget of the Community
Services Division; develops and recommends human services programs, needs,
priorities, goals, and objectives to the County Board; and receives, reviews, and
comments on special interest group and community at-large input regarding Human Services plans, programs, services, and performance. The committee meets
quarterly, on the third Monday at 7:00 p.m.
New Options Advisory Committee (2 vacancies). The New Options Advisory Committee is a subcommittee of the Human Services Resource Council. Currently, there are two vacancies on this Committee representing the business community and parents of clients utilizing the New Options Program. This Committee
provides oversight for program planning and represents the individuals served by
the program, the employers, applicable professions, and the community at large.
The Committee meets four times per year on Monday evenings.
Scott Watershed Management Organization (WMO) Watershed Planning
Commission (1 vacancy). Currently, there is one vacancy for an at-large position
(although all members must reside within the Scott WMO boundaries). The Scott
WMO Watershed Planning Commission reviews and makes recommendations on
the Comprehensive Water Resource Management Plan, budgets, and program priorities and oversees the implementation of the Comprehensive Water Resource
Management Plan and associated program goals and projects. The Commission
consists of seven members representing specific watershed areas and meets at 4
p.m. on the fourth Monday of each month.
Commissioner Districts:
• District 1 – Jackson, Louisville, St. Lawrence, Sand Creek, Blakeley,
Belle Plaine, and Helena Townships; and the Cities of Jordan, Belle
Plaine, and the portion of New Prague within Scott County
• District 2 – Spring Lake, Credit River, Cedar Lake, and New Market
Townships; the City of Elko New Market, and precincts 6 and 8 in the
City of Savage
• District 3 – The City of Shakopee Precincts 1-6, 8, and 10
• District 4 – The City of Prior Lake, and precincts 7, 9, 11, and 12
within the City of Shakopee
• District 5 – The City of Savage, except precincts 6 and 8
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Get your green thumb
dirty with houseplants

Abrams named judge
Gov. Tim Pawlenty officially named Jerome B. Abrams to the new First Judicial
District judgeship in Scott County on Nov, 27. “Jerry is well-known...for his
integrity, thoughtfulness, and ability to handle complex civil matters,” the
Governor added.

Blooming houseplants
provide color indoors
Bright bouquets and flowering
houseplants can offset the sense of
“blah” often felt after frost has killed
the last blooms in your garden. If
you’re fortunate enough to have a
large sunny window, you can pick
from among many colorful choices.
Hibiscus, miniature orange, wax plant,
geranium, and Christmas cacti are only
a few of the houseplants that should
bloom for you. But there are also some
beauties that don’t require such high
light intensities.
Peace lilies (Spathiphyllum or
spathe flower) need only a north window or bright, indirect light to bloom.
They develop elegant creamy white
flowers, a bit like jack-in-the-pulpits,
each with a little stalk protruding from
its base. Flowers last several weeks,
then gradually turn green as they mature. (Clip the stems at their base when
they’re no longer white.)
African violets are equally modest in their demand for light. Available
in a wide array of forms and colors,
they’re so reasonably priced you could
come home with a whole collection
and barely dent your piggy bank.
While some older varieties bloomed
just once a year, newer African violets flower year-round, given proper
growing conditions.
With the same care, and only a
little more light than you need for Af-

rican violets, you can grow
Streptocarpus successfully. This
plant, also known as “cape primrose,”
blooms for months on end, and will
re-bloom year after year if you divide
it or move it to a larger container.
A visit to your favorite florist’s
shop or garden center will also present
you with a wide variety of “gift
plants” – plants that bloom beautifully
for a few weeks, then are generally
discarded. In late October, a large
Twin Cities garden center had kalanchoes, begonias, hydrangeas, cyclamen, azaleas, chrysanthemums, and
an unusual plant called “coastal
flame” (Scutellaria). Long-lasting
exotic orchid plants, potted amaryllis
bulbs, holiday cacti, and a large collection of brightly blooming bromeliads were also available.
Source: Deborah Brown, Extension Horticulturist

It is too early to start any seeds indoors, but that winter itch in your green
thumb can be scratched by working with
houseplants!
Traditional advice suggests transplanting houseplants into larger containers in spring or summer when light levels are higher and faster growth is encouraged. But as the sun moves higher
into the sky and the day length increases,
houseplants will begin to put forth some
new growth and can be moved to larger
pots. One greenhouse grower is reported
to say that February 11 is the day when
houseplants in the greenhouse start
showing new growth. So, if some of
your houseplants are growing in
cramped conditions, there really is no
reason to wait.
When transplanting, select a container that is only an inch or two larger
than the one from which you are moving the plant. The temptation is to transplant the plant into a container that is
considerably larger so that you do not
have to transplant again soon, but not
only will the plant will appear out of
proportion with the pot, it will increase
the likelihood of over-watering. Be sure
the pot has provisions for drainage. If
you are using a container without drainage holes, consider double potting the
plant by first planting it into a plastic or
clay pot with drainage holes and then
placing it inside a decorative container.
To prevent soil from washing out the
drainage holes, cover them with irregularly shaped pebbles, pieces of broken
clay pot, or paper coffee filters.
If you have only a few plants to
transplant, purchase a good quality potting mixture. There are many soil-less
potting mixtures available that work
well, although they may require more
frequent watering and demand regular
application of a houseplant fertilizer. Do
not use peat moss alone as a potting
medium as it is too lightweight to properly anchor the plant; further, it does not
drain well, making it easy to over-water
the plant. If you wish to make your own
soil-based mixture, use two parts garden loam, two parts organic matter (such
as peat moss or well decomposed compost), and one part sand or perlite for
drainage. It is important that the garden
soil used in the mixture is pasteurized
to prevent weed seeds from germinating as well as to destroy any fungus diseases that the soil may harbor.
When transplanting, put enough
fresh potting mixture in the bottom of
the container so that you can position

the plant at the same depth it was in the
old pot. After removing the plant from
the old pot, carefully roll the old surface soil off the root ball using the heel
of your hand. Inspect the root ball and
remove any broken or rotted roots and
those excess roots that may have been
encircling the bottom of the pot.
After the root ball is prepared, place
the plant in the new container on the
layer of potting mixture you have provided and carefully form more potting
mixture around the edges to fill the space
between the root ball and the container
wall. Newly potted plants should be
watered immediately to settle the potting mixture and to eliminate any air
pockets that may occur. Add a little more
potting mixture if necessary after settling
has occurred. Do not expose the plant
to direct sunlight for a period of two or
three days.
Check the soil regularly to see when
it needs more water. Because there is
now more soil volume, the plant will
require watering less frequently than in
the old pot. Over-watering is the number one killer of houseplants, so water
only when the soil begins to dry. If a
soil-less potting mixture was used, wait
until the plant has adjusted to the new
container and then apply a water soluble
houseplant fertilizer at one-half the rate
recommended on the label. A general
rule to follow is to fertilize every two
weeks from March through September,
with a water soluble fertilizer at one-half
the label rate. Houseplants should be
fertilized only while actively growing,
so they should not be fertilized during
the winter months when they are semidormant. An exception would be
houseplants grown under artificial lights,
which may need fertilization year-round.
If a soil-based potting mixture was used,
the plant should not need fertilizing for
three to four months.
Source: Carl Hoffman, University
of Minnesota Extension

Poinsettia: The plant
that just won’t quit

Recognized for “Excellence”
On Dec. 3, those involved with the BlueXpress Transit Service and
Southbridge Station -- including representatives from Scott County,
Shakopee, Prior Lake, MnDOT, and the Metropolitan Council -- were honored
by the Association of Minnesota Counties with the 2007 Excellence Award.
On hand with the other representatives to accept the award were
Commissioner Barbara Marschall (center), MnDOT Deputy Commissioner
Lisa Freese (at left), and Scott County Public Works Director Lezlie Vermillion.

When it comes to poinsettias, we’ve
developed pretty high expectations over
the years. Here’s a checklist for keeping
your poinsettia looking its best this winter:
* Make sure the plant is wrapped
well when you bring it home; unwrap it
as soon as it’s indoors. Even a few seconds of frost can kill a poinsettia.
* Expose it to at least six hours of
bright light daily. If you don’t care
about keeping it more than a few weeks,
you can put your poinsettia in a dim location, but the plant will live off stored
energy and it will deteriorate faster.
* Avoid cold, drafty locations as
well as heat sources such as fireplaces
or hot air ducts. Chilling can cause
leaves to yellow and drop; hot air causes
wilting and drying.

* Keep night temperatures cooler
than daytime, but no less than 55 degrees Fahrenheit.
* Slice holes in the bottom of decorative foil or plastic used to cover the
pot so water drains freely.
* Water soil thoroughly with
barely lukewarm water whenever the
surface feels dry; spill out excess that
collects in the tray or saucer. Never water when the soil surface feels wet, but
don’t let it get too dry either. Leaves that
are allowed to wilt frequently will not
last long.
* Begin monthly fertilization after you’ve had the plant about six weeks.
Use houseplant food mixed at ½
strength.
Source: Deborah Brown, Extension
Horticulturist
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Healthy SCENE
By Jennifer Deschaine
Community Health Director

Public health takes a closer look at
physical activity and good nutrition
Recently, there has been increased attention given to physical activity and good
nutrition, and for good reason. According to the Journal of the American Medical
Association, the lack of physical activity — combined with poor diet — is the
second leading underlying cause of preventable premature death in the United
States (in fact, these factors may soon overtake tobacco as the leading cause of
death). There has been a growing interest around healthy living and the prevention
of chronic disease. Several cities and counties across the nation are developing
strategies to increase the public’s knowledge of the effects of physical inactivity
and poor nutrition.
In response to this growing public health concern, Scott County Public Health
is following recommendations to examine the issue of overweight children in our
communities put forward by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) in “Healthy People 2010,” a collaborative effort that sets national disease
prevention and health promotion objectives.
Physical activity and good nutrition have positive impacts on nearly every
aspect of health. They are important for normal growth and development in children and adolescents. They can help to prevent or manage a variety of diseases and
conditions, including being overweight, diabetes, heart disease, osteoporosis, hypertension, depression, and anxiety.
How many food advertisements a year are you exposed to for candy, cereal,
and fast food? If you are like most Americans, it would be a whopping 72 percent
according to the New England Journal of Medicine (June 15, 2006). And according to the Institute of Medicine (2006), those advertisements influence our product
preferences and help shape eating habits. But these are not the only influences on
what we eat and, ultimately, our weight. There are many personal, health, and
financial implications associated with the problem of being overweight. Causes
for children becoming overweight may be a combination of many factors: Increases
in television and computer game use, the vast number of fast food restaurants,
increases in sugary and fat-laden foods at eye level in supermarkets, schools offering snacks and soda, hectic family schedules that make it difficult to have the time
to prepare nutritious meals, and reduced access to affordable fruits and vegetables.
So what can families do? According to experts at Princeton University and the
Brookings Institute, there are many things parents and caregivers can do to help
children ward off being overweight.

• Breast-feed infants if possible. Several studies have documented lower
rates of being overweight among infants who were breast-fed.
• Offer toddlers and preschoolers a variety of foods. When parents offer
a variety of nutritious foods, including fruits and vegetables, children like and eat
more of such foods. As a rule, parents are in charge of offering these foods; children are in charge of how much they will eat.
• Model healthy eating habits, especially in the preschool years when children begin to dislike new foods. Children tend to like and eat the same foods that
their parents eat. Also, if parents overeat, children tend to overeat.
• Offer children fruit instead of fruit juice. Research suggests that consumption of sugar sweetened drinks like fruit juice may raise the risk of being
overweight among preschool children.
• Eat dinner as a family. Studies show that children who eat dinner with
their families eat more fruits, vegetables, and whole grains. The same studies show
that as children get older, they eat dinner less with their families. For as long as
possible, maintain family eating practices together.
• Make fruits and vegetables available in the home. Studies show that
making fruits and vegetables available increases consumption of these foods.
• Provide opportunity for outdoor play. The more time children spend
outdoors, the higher their activity level.
• Limit television time. Children who watch more than four hours of TV
per day or for longer periods of time are less likely to engage in physical activity.
Recommendations for healthy living sometimes seem like a lot of work, but
sometimes they can be fun and creative. A Philadelphia website, for one, seems to
combine good physical activity and good nutrition with fun: www.phila.gov/
fitandfun/principles/index.html. The website identifies “10 Steps to Better Health”:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Select a health buddy
Drink more water
Increase physical activity
Enjoy more fruits and vegetables
Eat foods high in fiber and vegetable protein
Take time to breathe
Schedule time for rest and relaxation
Adjust your eating schedule
Get adequate amounts of sunshine
Give someone a reason to smile!

As part of Public Health’s ongoing efforts to provide education to families
and the public on the benefits of physical activity and good nutrition, staff will be
partnering with schools, organizations, and communities on innovative and fun
projects to help create healthy families and healthy communities. Please join us,
we need your ideas! Contact me with your ideas at jdeschaine@co.scott.mn.us.
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Enjoy library resources
from throughout state
with MnLINK catalog
For most of us, when we think of
the library, we think of our school library, the library in our town, or maybe
the library near where we work. But libraries are no longer limited to the
books, magazines, and other materials
that live in our buildings (or better yet,
that you have taken home to read, view,
or listen). A major part of our mission is
to connect people to information and
more.
If you want a book (CD, DVD, a
talking book, et cetera) that is not in the
Scott County Library catalog….
A. Ask your librarian. Your suggestions are one of the ways that we decide what to buy for the libraries.
B. The State Legislature has
funded the creation of a state-wide
catalog called MnLINK (www.
mnlinkgateway.org, or follow the link
on our library website). Anyone in the
world can use the MnLINK catalog to
look for books and other materials.
However, if you want to have items
owned by other libraries sent to you at
your local library, you must first have a
valid library card registered in the library
system serving where you live, i.e., Scott
County. Your library card number (the
barcode on your card) is your user name,
and the PIN you have in your home library system becomes your password.
(If you have a different PIN in another
library system, you must still use the PIN
from your home library.) Once you are
a registered borrower (you have gotten
a library card), using MnLINK is as easy
as 1, 2, 3! If you can’t find what you
want in the Scott County Library catalog, return to the Library website
(www.scott.lib.mn.us), select “Other Libraries” (on the left hand side of the
screen) and select “MnLINK” — or go
directly to www.mnlinkgateway.org.
1. Sign in (log in) to MnLINK.
• If you have trouble signing in,
please call us (phone numbers below)
for assistance. Please have your library
card available when you call us.
2. Search
• You can use either “basic” or
“advanced” search options.
• Select the libraries you want to
search.
• Hit “search.”
3. Get-It
• From your results list, you can
save items, look at details, or “Get It.”
• Your “Get It” request will display the item you selected. If you still
want the item, click “Request via ILL.”
• A form will appear. Select a
pickup location from the drop down
menu and submit the form.
• The library you selected as your
pickup location will contact you when
they receive the item.
• You can check the status of your
request by signing on to MnLINK and
selecting “My Requests” on the navigation bar.
To cancel requests, call your local
library. You will need the confirmation
number you received when you made the

request.
MnLINK is a wonderful resource
that is made available to you by the
Legislature and by your libraries. Please
remember that while the use of MnLINK
is free to you, it is not really free. Select
only the number of items that you can
use within the period you can check out
items — usually three weeks (overdue
fees can add up quickly!) — and select
only the items you really want or need.
Check with your local branch library to
find out more about this treasure.
If you need information or a magazine article…
A. Ask your librarian. After all,
they’ve gone to school to learn how to
help you find the information that you
want and need. The library system has
many magazines and other books in the
library that can answer both short and
long questions. The librarians also enjoy teaching you to use library, online
resources, and internet resources effectively and efficiently.
B. Explore electronic resources
(online databases, subscription databases, electronic books – what is a good
name for these resources?) The state of
Minnesota, our Regional Library System (MELSA), and the Scott County library system all purchase a variety of
online resources ranging from newspaper and magazine articles; resources that
provide medical information; resources
to help you learn a language, practice
for the SAT (and other tests), manage
your money, fix your car or motorcycle,
or find your ancestors; resources to help
you manage your business, or to help
fill out a legal form. The range of subjects and the types of information you
can find is truly astonishing, and most
are available from home. To get to any
of these subscription resources visit our
website (www.scott.lib.mn.us) and select
online resources. Please type your library
card number and PIN when asked.
C. Use the reference books and
magazines in your library or visit any
public library in Minnesota and use
theirs.
Finally, whatever you want to know
or find, you can ask your librarian.
Chances are that he or she can find it, or
find someone else who can. To paraphrase a great librarian: “Half of knowledge is knowing where to find it.” And
to paraphrase a fictional character: “My
library card is one of the best tools I have
for solving crimes.”
Scott County Library System
www.scott.lib.mn.us
Renewal Line (952) 890-9184
Administration (952) 707-1760
Belle Plaine
(952) 873-6767
Jordan
(952) 492-2500
Elko New Market (952) 461-3460
New Prague
(952) 758-2391
Prior Lake
(952) 447-3375
Savage
(952) 707-1770
Shakopee
(952) 233-9590
Law Library
(952) 496-8713

Need a family activity over winter break?
Don’t forget to check out the Museum
Adventure Passes at your local libraries!
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SAD can make you blue
during winter months
Are you feeling a little down this
winter? You could be suffering from
what experts call “SAD,” otherwise
known as “Seasonal Affective Disorder”
(or just plain old “winter depression”).
SAD is a condition that is thought to be
caused by the lack of sunshine and
shorter periods of daylight that we suffer through during these cold winter
months, particularly up here in portions
of the northern hemisphere.
The symptoms of SAD are wideranging, and can be something as simple
as a sluggish, lethargic feeling that some
people describe as a lack of energy. This
can lead to a desire to oversleep, a difficulty staying awake during the day, or
the inability to sleep uninterrupted
throughout the night. Others fall victim
to a craving for carbohydrates and
sweets, leading to overeating and weight
gain. However, some individuals can
suffer from full-blown depression due
to Seasonal Affective Disorder, and can
find their lives deeply impacted each
winter. Most sufferers of SAD also show
signs of a weakened immune system.
Consequently, those individuals tend to
be more vulnerable to infections and
other illnesses over the winter season.
SAD may begin at any age, but the main
age of onset is normally between 18 and
30 years.

Light therapy may help people
suffering from SAD.

The symptoms of SAD usually recur regularly each winter, starting between September and November and
continuing until March or April. A clinical diagnosis can be made after three or
more consecutive winters with similar
symptoms. SAD symptoms usually disappear on their own when spring rolls
around. Some people report their symptoms ending suddenly with a short period (i.e., a few weeks) of hyperactivity,
while others find their symptoms ending gradually, as the intensity of sunlight
increases in the spring and summer.
If you are suffering from SAD, there
are many things doctors recommend in
order to reduce or eliminate your symptoms. Light therapy has been shown to
be effective in over 85 percent of documented cases. Light therapy is simply
exposure to bright light for one to three
hours per day. Ordinary light bulbs and
fixtures are not strong enough to help –
the average domestic or office light
emits an intensity of only 200 to 500 lux
(a measure of light energy), while the
minimum dose necessary to treat SAD
is 2,500 lux. By comparison, the intensity of a bright summer day can reach
100,000 lux!
Light therapy can be used daily in
winter (and during dull periods in summer) starting in early autumn when the
first symptoms appear. It consists of sitting two to three feet away from a specially designed light box, usually on a
table, allowing the light to shine directly
onto your face and eyes. The user can
carry out normal activity such as reading, working, eating, or knitting while
sitting stationary in front of the light.
Treatment is usually effective within
three or four days, and the effect should
continue as long as it is used every day.
Some individuals find that treatment
with bright lights is not enough to overcome Seasonal Affective Disorder. In
that case, treatment with non-sedative
antidepressant drugs or psychotherapy
can be helpful. Check with your doctor
for more information.

January is National
Radon Action Month
January is National Radon Action
Month. The American Lung Association,
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, and Scott County Environmental Health are urging all residents to take
a simple step to protect their families
by testing their homes for radon. Radon — an odorless, colorless, and tasteless gas — is the second-leading cause
of lung cancer in the United States.
Radon is present in homes throughout the country. It causes no immediate
health symptoms, but long-term exposure can be deadly. The EPA estimates
that as many as one in 15 homes across
the U.S. have elevated radon levels, but
some areas have higher levels than others. Approximately four out of ten
homes that have been tested in Scott
County have been found to have elevated levels of radon. A simple test
can reveal the amount of radon in any
building. Most buildings with high levels can be fixed with simple and affordable venting techniques. Testing your
home is critical, because testing is the
only way to know if a building has significant levels of radon.
Radon test kits that will allow you
to test your own home can be purchased

from Scott County Environmental
Health or the American Lung Association. In addition, a Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) list of radon
testers and mitigation contractors is also
available from Scott County. Simply
visit our website at www.co.scott.mn.us
and then look under “Parks, Library, and
Environment” for “Indoor Air Quality”
to find the list of Minnesota indoor air
quality professionals, or find information on various air quality issues.
The American Lung Association
HelpLine is an excellent source of clear
and accurate information on radon and
other lung health issues. Free counseling with registered nurses, respiratory
therapists and quit-smoking specialists
is available by calling (800) LUNGUSA. The HelpLine is open Monday
through Friday from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Central Time (TTY for hearing impaired
is available at 800-501-1068).
Additional information about radon
can be obtained from Scott County Environmental Health (952-496-8652), the
Hennepin/Scott Radon Hotline (952351-5225), or the EPA’s website at
www.epa.gov/radon.

Is compulsive shopping
causing family problems?
Americans spend many hours shopping, not just to purchase necessary
goods but also as a recreational activity.
What defines the difference between
healthy spending and dealing with a
shopping addiction?
Behaviors which hint that shopping
may be beyond reasonable limits include
shopping to release or cover up emotional feelings of discouragement or anger. If the family budget is being severely stressed with debt created by unplanned and unnecessary purchases, or
if you hide purchases from family and
cover up your shopping expeditions, you
may be exhibiting an addictive behavior. Do you feel a rush as you make
purchases, but keep purchasing to get
that feeling again?
Notice how similar those issues are
to someone dealing with drug, alcohol,
or gambling addictions. If this pattern
is causing major problems, counseling
may be required to break the pattern.
People falling into excessive shopping patterns need to recognize the problems this habit can cause. Excessive
debt, strained relationships, and family
neglect can form rapidly. Researchers at
Indiana University suggest the following methods to prevent shopping binges:
• Pay for purchases by cash,
check, or debit card. (Leave credit

cards at home.)
• Make a shopping list and buy
only what is on the list, or send your list
and money with someone else.
• Avoid discount warehouses or
take only a budgeted amount of cash
with you.
• “Window shop” only after
stores close, or leave your wallet and
credit cards at home.
• Avoid phoning in catalog orders and don’t watch television shopping channels.
• Take a walk or exercise when
the urge to shop comes on (similar to
curbing eating addictions).
• If you feel out of control and
the family is headed into debt, find
help. Seek counseling or a support
group, such as Debtors Anonymous.
Ask your family for help and support as
you learn to control your shopping addiction.
For more information on compulsive shopping, look at www.indiana.edu/
~engs/hints/shop.html
and
www.addictionrecov.org/spendwhat.htm
If you have issues with spending,
budgeting, and debt, call Susan Hooper,
Extension Family Resource Educator for
Scott and Carver Counties. Education
consultations are free. Call today at
(952) 492-5383.

Useful financial information
makes good gift additions
If you value family unity and making decisions without fighting, why not
pick up a copy of “Who Gets Grandma’s
Yellow Pie Plate?” Workbook: A Guide
to Passing on Personal Possessions.
This is a book leading you through the
difficult aspects of how to pass on personal belongings, or how to divide belongings before and after death. The
workbook has several worksheets for
family members to complete, ideas for
decision making, and a good chapter on
talking through these difficult and emotional decisions without fighting. Many
worksheets may be copied to use with
your family members. This is a great
gift idea for adult siblings, adult children, and others.
Another good planning guide as you
enter the new year is Planning Ahead
for Retirement. Written by Professor
Sharon Danes, family social science researcher for the University of Minnesota
Extension, it will walk you through the
process of estimating retirement living
expenses, setting goals and discussing
future plans, and making sure those plans
can be financially supported. This is a

great book for any adult. You can’t begin to plan too soon for retirement finances, or you may need to consider
ways to maximize your savings if you
are nearing retirement.
Both these resources are available
at the University of Minnesota Extension Store. Orders may be placed at
order@extension.umn.edu. You can also
call the Extension office at (952) 4925410 and place an order through our
office, or call (800) 876-8636 to place
the order directly or to use a credit card
payment.

• Who Gets Grandma’s Yellow
Pie Plate Workbook is item #06686;
$12.50 per workbook.
• Planning Ahead for Retirement
is item #07775; $14.00 per workbook.
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Environmental SCENE
By Allen Frechette
Environmental Health Manager

Environmental health specialists
protect basic needs of public
In my last article, I wrote about government regulation to protect public health
and the environment. That article was still fresh in my mind when I attended a
regional Environmental Health conference in La Crosse, Wisconsin, in September.
One of the speakers presented a history of sanitation and I seized upon his talk as
a subject for this article.
We occasionally hear the clamor that government programs should be cut and
private businesses should be allowed to self-regulate. In fact, there has been a shift
back and forth between regulation and deregulation throughout history. It seems
that societies need to relearn what past generations previously learned through
hard experience before they gain an appreciation for why some regulations exist.
There is an ongoing conflict between people who have unselfish interests and those
that hold personal gain as their top priority.
Globalization of commerce has increased the risk for importation of diseases
which have been long absent from our country, but still plaguing third world countries. A global marketplace was made inevitable with free trade agreements, improvements in transportation of commodities, and more integrated communication. We are experiencing the effects of products made from toxic substances long
banned from our manufacturing processes. While we have systems in place in the
United States to ensure that food and products are produced safely, we don’t have
the ability to inspect the practices in manufacturing and food production plants in
other countries. And it has become increasingly more difficult and costly to inspect the rapidly expanding finished products and fresh produce imported into our
country to ensure safety and wholesomeness.
Disease prevention and safe sources of food, water, clean air, and shelter are
basic needs. When one of these needs is absent, societies remain in a very primitive existence… constantly struggling to survive. The single most important factor
that changed the course of human existence was governmental regulation to address these needs. During the medieval period, the level of production was low
and scarcely sufficient for survival. The political units were small and weak, and
the disparity between the rich and the poor were drastic. The wealthy lived lives of
luxury relative to that of the common person, who generally had a short and brutal
life of ignorance and poverty. Toward the end of the medieval period, government
began to centralize and villages grew into towns and cities. Laws were established
for the “common good.” Some of the first laws in England banned swine in the
streets, prohibited the creation of smoke, and required the fronts of houses to be
kept clean. Such laws were found to be beneficial for the public good, so they
continued to grow in numbers and diversity.
In 1486, England began to regulate slaughterhouses. Plague was a great teacher
of the nature of communicable diseases during the Renaissance period and served
to stimulate public health laws. An important outgrowth of this period was the
initiation of specialized administrative commissions to deal with public health problems – and these commissions were the forerunners of modern Boards of Health.
In the Fifteenth Century, Henry VI established a commission on sewers to prevent
pollution of streams. By the end of the Renaissance period, a number of European
port cities had Health Commissions whose main function was to quarantine people
and animals for 30 to 40 days to make sure they weren’t sick. These commissions
also carried on other functions of sanitation believed necessary in controlling epidemics. The interest of government in sanitation diminished during the industrial
revolution as a result of vigorous opposition from private interests as the laissezfaire ideology dominated the western world.
During the latter part of the industrial revolution, crowding and slums became
intolerable and mortality rates from disease increased significantly. But the protests from scholars and statesmen did not cease, and their efforts laid the basis for
the “Great Awakening.” The modern sanitation era was championed and found its
leadership primarily in physicians, who — up to very recent times — were proud
to be called “sanitarians” to distinguish themselves as practitioners of disease prevention and control. There were also many lawyers, engineers, architects, and
businesspeople who were legitimately called sanitarians. Subsequent to the evolution of the physician sanitarian came another non-physician designated as an “inspector.” Initially, they were meat and milk inspectors, then plumbing inspectors,
and eventually police inspectors who enforced child labor laws.
As sanitation improved, commerce and urbanization developed; yet with increased populations living in close proximity to one another, epidemics grew in
frequency and severity. With the increasing knowledge about diseases, their causes,
and contributing factors, the public health profession of sanitarian evolved. Sanitarians performed the inspections established in laws to prevent disease and eventually to protect the environment. As the relationship between the environment
and human health became better understood, the term “environmental health specialist” became more common (and has virtually replaced the term “sanitarian” in
the United States). Environmental health specialists/sanitarians deal with people
or things of primary importance to the basic needs of people: Food, water, clean
air, and shelter. The education and training standards are formally established,
with most states (like Minnesota) requiring a license to practice this profession.
The education standards generally include a college degree in specified topics, a
period of training, and rigorous testing. Environmental health specialists often
must hold several licenses to practice each of a number of specialty areas and must
maintain their licenses with continuing education.
References for this article include a presentation by Robert Powitz, PhD, MPH,
RS, and the “Sanitarian’s Handbook” by Ben Freedman, M.D., M.P.H.
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SWCD news

SWCD hires resource
conservation technician
Ryan Holzer started his new duties
on September 24 as the Resource Conservation Technician for the Scott Soil
and Water Conservation District. Ryan
is a lifelong resident of Scott County,
and grew up in rural Jordan. He has
extensive knowledge about the District
and conserving our natural resources.
Ryan will be working with landowners implementing and inspecting filter
strips, constructing conservation structural practices, and assisting with implementation of the Minnesota Wetland
Conservation Act and the urban erosion
and sediment control inspection program. Ryan is a recent graduate of
Winona State University, where he studied biology, and had been interning with
the Scott SWCD for the past five years.
If you have any questions regarding
the programs in which Ryan is involved,
he can be reached at (952) 492-5420 or
via e-mail at rholzer@co.scott.mn.us.

Ryan Holzer has been hired as the
Resource Conservation Technician
for the Scott SWCD.

Erosion control efforts are required at construction sites in order to limit the
amount of sediment which will leave the site.

Construction sites – fall/winter stabilization
As farmers are getting their fieldwork done before winter sets in, developers
and contractors are getting housing developments buttoned up for winter.
An unprotected construction site can lose 40 to 80 tons of soil per acre per
year, but good sediment and erosion controls can limit the sediment yield from a
construction site by more than 80 percent. A temporary planting of vegetation and
application of straw residue anchored into the soil can minimize sediment leaving
the construction site in the spring.
If you have a development site that is one acre or larger, you will need to apply
a temporary cover for erosion control. An application of straw or hay fiber is a
cheap and effective method of erosion control. Prior to mulching, if the area is
final grade, dormant seed the exposed areas for quick vegetative growth in the
spring. Contact Doug Schoenecker with the Scott Soil and Water Conservation
District at (952) 492-5415 for more information on stabilizing your exposed construction sites.

Recycle your Christmas tree
Once the upcoming holiday season
has ended, your fresh-cut Christmas tree
can continue to serve a useful purpose.
Old Christmas trees can be processed
and turned into wood chips, or mixed
with active compost and then used
in your landscaping
projects next summer.
Most garbage
haulers offer a special collection service, usually for one to four weeks after
Christmas. In order to participate, you
must keep your tree separate from your
regular household garbage. Plastic tree
bags, metal tree stands, tree ornaments,
lights, and tinsel will have to be removed
from the tree. You should check with
your contracted waste hauler for specific

details, since individual waste haulers
may vary in their pick-up requirements.
Be sure to ask if your hauler charges an
additional fee for this service.
If your hauler does not offer
curbside recycling for your old Christmas tree, you still have options. The
Resource Recovery Technologies compost facility is planning to accept Christmas trees again this year for a charge of
just $1.50 per tree. RRT is located four
miles southwest of Shakopee, along the
west side of Highway 169 near the intersection with County Road 14 (between Jordan and Shakopee). They will
be open to accept your tree from January 2-19 from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Monday through Friday, and from 8 a.m.
to 12 noon on Saturday. For more information, call them at (952) 445-2139.
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Why don’t these roads line up?
Road realignments planned to eliminate “offset” intersections
Have you ever wondered why most of the roads
intersecting the south line of the County don’t exactly
line up with the roads in Le Sueur and Rice Counties?
The answer is simple, but has complex origins.
As you may remember in past SCENE articles,
the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) — and how it
was used to subdivide most of the United States into
one mile-by-one mile square sections – was detailed.
For nearly all of Scott County, the laying out of these
sections started in Arkansas. (Yes, Arkansas.) Of
course, there are a few problems associated with trying to lay out squares on a curved surface (i.e., the
earth) – kinda like placing a square peg in a round
hole. In the PLSS, that problem was “solved” by including correction lines (also known as “standard parallels”) every 24 miles north or south of the baseline
(or previous standard parallel). Section lines to the
south were surveyed north until they intersected the
standard parallel without a correction being made to
fit the sections to the north. Sections north of the standard parallels were run their full width in an east or
west direction from the guide meridians. Subsequently,
every time there is a standard parallel, the section lines
north and south of it will not line up.
So, what does this have to do with roads? In the
past, most roads were placed along the section lines
for several reasons. For starters, it was the fair and
equitable thing to do – it allowed equal access to the
road for owners in each section. It also allowed more
owners to access the road without crossing another
person’s property. Since the section lines (intersecting a standard parallel) don’t line up, the roads won’t
line up either; this leaves what is commonly known as
an “offset intersection.” In addition, many roads
throughout the County have bends in them because

The map above shows the relationship of the
township lines along a correction line. It also
shows standard parallels being 24 miles apart and
shows the third guide meridian.

they follow the section lines.
As we move toward the future, the County is trying to eliminate these offset intersections because they
are inconvenient and can be dangerous to motorists.
An example of a project that will be taking place in
the near future is along County Road 86, where six
different roads will be realigned so they form standard, full access intersections. The following roads
will have new intersections as part of that project: TH

The aerial photo above, taken east of New Prague
near TH 19 and CSAH 89, illustrates ofset
intersections and the result of roads being placed
along section lines. Efforts are being made to
remove the offset intersections and replace them
with a full access intersection.

19 and County Road 23 in the form of a roundabout;
Rice County Road 96 and Scott County Road 85; and
Rice County Road 3 and Scott County Road 27.
In summary, the reason that the roads, section lines,
and property lines don’t line up wasn’t because the
surveyors didn’t know what they were doing or made
a mistake… it was all part of the PLSS plan. (It’s not
a local phenomenon either. It can and, in most cases,
does occur anywhere the land was subdivided under
the rules of the PLSS.)

Save energy, save money, reduce carbon emissions
Energy costs are on the rise, and
everyone is becoming more concerned
about energy use and its effects on budgets and the environment. Conservation
and efficiency are the most effective
ways to quickly reduce energy usage.
Our cumulative efforts will make for real
changes in our energy independence, our
fiscal security, and our actions to mitigate carbon emissions. Here, then, are
ten simple things you can do to save
energy in your home.
1. Get an Energy Audit
Before you do anything else, find
out how your house is working right
now. An “Energy Audit” (or, alternatively, a “Home Performance Review”)
will give you an evaluation of your energy use, insulation levels, air leakage,
and mechanical systems (like heating,
cooling, and ventilation). Available
through utility companies and private
contractors, an Energy Audit may include several diagnostics, such as a
blower door test, an infrared camera
scan, and a combustion appliance test.
2. Seal air leaks
An enormous amount of energy is
wasted when inside air (either heated or
cooled) escapes to the outside through
leaks in attics, walls, windows, or doors.
Wires, pipes, and ducts that enter the
attic must have caulking or foam sealant — applied insulation is not enough.
Doors and windows need tight
weatherstripping and caulking, and wall
penetrations (faucets, wires) need to be
sealed or caulked, too. Sealing joints in
duct work with approved foil tape or
mastic can increase the efficiency of
your heating and cooling systems by
delivering heated or cooled air where
you want it. (As an added benefit, sealing up cracks and holes also helps keep
out mice and insects.)
3. Check mechanical systems
We maintain cars, lawns, software...
why not our furnace? Water heaters, air
conditioners, furnaces, gas fireplaces,
and ventilation systems should be regu-

larly inspected and tuned up to keep
them operating efficiently and safely.
Mechanical system inspection should be
done annually, and furnace filters should
be changed every month. The energy
savings alone might pay for the inspection!
4. Use a programmable thermostat
If you adjust your thermostat one
degree (down in winter, up in summer)
for 16 hours a day, you can save two
percent of your
fuel bill. Letting a programmable
thermostat do
it for you
means you won’t forget, and allows you
to be comfortable when you are home,
and save energy when you are gone.
Easy to install, a programmable thermostat will pay for itself in no time, and it
can control your furnace, air conditioner,
air exchanger, and humidifier. And it is
a myth that it takes more energy to bring
your house back to your comfort temperature.
5. Add insulation
The easiest and most cost-effective
way to insulate is by adding insulation
to an attic. If you have less than six or
seven inches, you could probably benefit by adding more, with a minimum of
R-50 recommended.
6. Install a low-flow showerhead
A standard showerhead can use up
to eight gallons of water a minute. Depending on your mix of hot/cold water,
that means a 12 minute shower could use
40 gallons of hot water! New, low-flow
showerheads deliver a high pressure
spray at under two gallons per minute.
7. Replace light bulbs
Five CFL bulbs can save $150 over
the life of the bulbs in energy costs. In
fact, if every household in the country
replaced their five most frequently used
incandescents with CFLs, 21 power
plants would not need to be built! And

no excuses
about size
or shape or
colors…
CFL bulbs
are now
made to fit
nearly every fixture
and
for
nearly every use – spots, three-ways,
dimmables, outdoors, and more. A word
about mercury, though: CFLs do contain a small amount and must be disposed of properly, but the amount is less
than what is emitted by a coal plant to
produce the amount of electricity to run
an incandescent for the same amount of
time. You can bring burned out CFLs
and tube fluorescent lamps to Arrow Ace
Hardware in Shakopee or the Scott
County Household Hazardous Waste
Facility (HHW) when you drop off other
household waste chemicals.
8. Use outlet switches
Standby power or “phantom load”
is the electricity that flows through appliances and devices when they are
turned “off”– up to 40 percent of “on”
for some things! Televisions, VCR/
DVD players, cell phones, battery chargers, computer and office equipment –
they can all use substantial amounts of
electricity just to keep them ready for
your instant use. (In fact, all the standby
power used in Minnesota could power
all the single family homes in St.Paul!)
Plug things into an outlet switch, and
only use them when needed. And new
generation outlet strips have sensors that
will turn off automatically when there is
no more power draw – perfect for battery chargers.
9. Install timers/motion detectors
Why keep things on when you aren’t
using them? Timers and motion detector switches can operate devices that are
used infrequently or have switches that
are hard to reach. Outside security lights,

lights that are frequently left on (e.g.,
bathroom or basement), or lights in remote locations (like a garage) can be set
up to turn on when a person walks within
range and turn off after they have left.
You can also use timers to control engine block heaters, battery chargers, indoor security lights, or other devices that
are only used during limited times.
10. Buy ENERGY STAR
ENERGY STAR products are the
same or better than standard products,
only they use less energy. To earn the
ENERGY STAR, a product must meet
strict energy efficiency and reliability
criteria set by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency or the U.S. Department of Energy. ENERGY STAR products include appliances and electronics
like furnaces, air conditioners, dishwashers, clothes washers, refrigerators, dehumidifiers, TVs, VCR/DVD/CD players, computers, printers, battery chargers, and even CFL bulbs. New homes
can also be designated as ENERGY
STAR.
The
website
(www.energystar.gov) has databases of
products with their rating numbers, and
you can search
by manufacture
and model number to determine
which product
has what rating.
To learn
more...
This is just
the beginning of
what you can do
to save energy,
money, and reduce CO2. To learn more, contact the
State Energy Office, Minnesota Department
of
Commerce
at:
www.commerce.state.mn.us or call
them at (651) 296-5175 or 1 (800) 6573710. You can also take the Energy
Challenge at:
www. mnenergychallenge.org/
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CAP Agency’s Give Where
You Live drive underway
As the holidays approach and people
are busy planning celebrations and gifts
for their friends and family, the CAP
Agency asks you to remember your
neighbors who are less fortunate. Every day at the CAP Agency, there are
families who are working one, two, and
even three jobs just trying to keep on
top of their bills. There are workers who
have lost their jobs. There are grandparents who can’t make their checks
stretch far enough to cover housing,
food, and medications. There are people
who don’t have warm winter clothing
and can’t pay their heating bills or repair a faulty furnace. There are families
with no homes. The CAP Agency helps
people meet their basic needs and then
plan for a brighter future.
You can be part of that brighter future for the 30,000 people who receive
help from CAP each year. Give Where
You Live, the CAP Agency annual

fundraising campaign continues through
January 31, 2008. Checks can be mailed
to the CAP Agency at 712 Canterbury
Road South, Shakopee, Minnesota,
55379 — and credit card donations can
be made on line at www.capagency.org
or by calling (952) 496-2125 (ask for
the fiscal department). Donations to the
CAP Agency are tax-deductible to the
full extent of the law. Donations to the
campaign benefit local families through
services such as its transitional housing,
food shelf, Meals on Wheels, senior dining, and emergency services programs.
“We at the CAP Agency feel truly
fortunate to do our work in a community that cares about its neighbors,”
said Mary Sullivan, Executive Director.
“The residents of Scott, Carver, and
Dakota Counties have always been very
generous supporters of the Agency and
donors to Give Where You Live.”

CAP Agency has funds available to
help with home heating costs
The CAP Agency’s Energy Assistance Program (EAP) continues to take
applications to help pay heating bills for
low-income residents of Scott, Carver,
and Dakota Counties.
EAP services include financial assistance to pay a portion of heating costs
and crisis intervention for threat of utility shut-off. The program also has funds
designated for energy-related repair or
replacement of home heating systems.
EAP is a program that helps lowincome households meet their energy
costs and promotes self-sufficiency
through conservation and education.
This program provides assistance towards energy costs, without eliminating
household responsibility for paying the
bulk of energy bills. Payments are made
directly to the fuel supplier.

Interested households are encouraged to call for an application immediately. Funds are limited, and frequently
run out before the end of the heating season. Scott and Carver County residents
should call the CAP Agency at (952)
496-2125.
The CAP Agency is a private, nonprofit organization serving families and
individuals of all ages living in Scott,
Carver and Dakota counties. Services
in Scott and Carver Counties include
early childhood and nutrition education,
food and clothing assistance, transitional
housing, childcare, crisis nursery, transportation, energy assistance, congregate
dining, and home-delivered meals. For
more information, contact the CAP
Agency at (952)496-2125 or visit its
website at www.capagency.org.

Outstanding youth leaders
needed to teach programs
Are you looking for ways to volunteer in your County, meet new teens,
teach younger youth how to make positive choices, and learn life long leadership skills? Join the Scott County Youth
Teaching Youth team! The “YTY” program trains 10-12th graders in Shakopee
and 9-12th graders in the Jordan, Belle
Plaine, and Prior Lake/Savage High
Schools to teach elementary age students
about a variety of life skills. Some of
the requirements of a YTY teen teacher
are:
• Complete one three-hour training for each topic session (out of school
time)
• Teach three one-hour series of
a class (in school time — we pick you
up in a County vehicle and you are excused from school)
• Remain tobacco, alcohol, and
drug-free
For more information about how to
join, call the Extension Office at (952)
492-5388 and talk to Sara Wagner. We
are still taking registrations for elementary schools in Scott County that would
like the YTY teens to come to their classrooms to teach.
For those that are not familiar with
each program, here is a brief description.
Alcohol and Tobacco Decisions
This program focuses on alcohol,
tobacco, and advertising. It presents
facts to help youth practice refusal and
decision-making skills, teaches about

Volunteers
needed for 4-H
Program
The Scott County 4-H Program is
looking for some new volunteers to help
lead the 4-H program. To be a good
4-H volunteer, you need to be caring,
dedicated, and love working with kids.
Volunteering in 4-H is based on relationships that are developed with caring
adults. Currently, the Scott County 4-H
Program has over 90 outstanding volunteers that help lead the program in the
County. These volunteers serve as club
contact leaders, project leaders, and adventure leaders.
Almost everyone has a hobby and,
hopefully, you would like to share your
hobby with the local youth in your area.
There are many different project areas
to volunteer in if you are interested —
aerospace, shooting sports, quilting,
foods, crafts, dog, scrapbooking, robotics, horse, photography, wood working… the list goes on and on. The Scott
County 4-H Program would like help in
leading project-based workshops and
events where kids can explore the different project areas through the expertise of volunteers in their local area.
If you think that you would like to
be a part of one of the most promising
and satisfying youth programs in your
area, then don’t hesitate to sign up to be
a 4-H volunteer. Call (952) 492-5410
for more information.

peer pressure, and builds self-esteem.
This program is taught to 4th and 5th graders. This is a one hour lesson that is
taught once a week for three weeks.
Talking with TJ
This program is presented to 2nd and
rd
3 graders, and it focuses on working out
problems without violence, keeping anger under control, and respecting other
people’s points of view. This is a one
hour lesson that is taught once a week
for three weeks.
Character Counts
This program is presented to 2nd and
rd
3 graders. It focuses on developing a
positive character. Students learn how
to treat others, work out problems without fighting, and working as a team. This
program focuses on the “six pillars of
character development” – responsibility,
caring, fairness, trustworthiness, citizenship, and respect. This is a one hour lesson that is taught once a week for three
weeks.
It’s Your Choice
It’s Your Choice is designed for 5th
and 6th graders. This program is held in
a different format than the other two programs, lasting the whole year instead of
just the typical three visits by the teens.
This program focuses on issues for
middle schoolers, such as bullying, depression and stress, alcohol and tobacco,
decision making, cliques, peer pressure
and many more.

All-Night
event planned
for youth
4-H fun, friends, and fitness
is what you can experience on
Friday, January 11 from 11 p.m.
until 4 a.m. on Saturday, January 12 at the Dakotah! Sports and
Fitness Center in Prior Lake. The
night will be filled with swimming,
rock climbing, ice skating, games,
movies, karaoke, a dance, a chance
to win door prizes and much more!
Don’t miss out on this event…
you don’t need to be a 4-H member
to attend this event, you just need to
be in grades 6 through 12. The cost
for the program is $20, which covers the cost of the facilities, pizza,
and pop. (If you would like to participate in the climbing wall or need
to rent skates, there is a small additional fee, so please bring additional
money with that evening.)
If you would like to sign up for
this event or would like more information about it, or if you would like
to hear about other 4-H events in
your area, please call the Scott
County Extension Office at (952)
492-5410 or e-mail Abby at
torg0016@umn.edu
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Scott County 4-H Junior Leaders

In the Spotlight
Maria Brekke
Your child’s character counts – model it well

School: Holy Family
Grade: 9th grade
4-H Club: Shakopee Super Seekers
Parents: Barb and Jon Brekke
Years in 4-H: 10
Years as Ambassador: One year
Projects of Interest: Swine, Fashion
Review, Demonstrations, Child
Development, Citizenship, Food
Review, Leadership, Communication
Arts, et cetera
Maria Brekke has been an outstanding leader in her community 4-H club,
helping to lead many of the younger
members. This year, Maria has taken
her leadership skills to the County level,
serving as the Scott County Leaders’
Council and Executive Board Secretary
as well as a 4-H Ambassador.
Maria is an outstanding role model
to her younger peers. Last month at the
K-5th Grade Fairy Tale Adventure, Maria
helped lead many of the games and
songs. The younger members looked up

By Sara Wagner, 4-H Program Coordinator

Maria Brekke

to her and enjoyed her as their “Adventure Counselor.” Maria also demonstrated her strong public speaking skills
by helping to lead officer training activities at the Carver and Scott County
Officer Training Workshop.
Maria is a strong young leader that
we enjoy having at our events!

Ethan Palmer
School: Jordan Middle School
Grade: 8th grader
4-H Club: Helping Hands
Parents: Joel and Shelly Palmer
Years in 4-H: Two years
Years as a Junior Leader: One year
Projects of Interest: Robotics,
Shooting Sports, Aerospace
This is Ethan’s second year in 4-H
and first year as a Junior Ambassador,
but he is stepping up big time! Ethan
has been helping younger members explore the aerospace project area. In October, Ethan led 15 younger peers in
making balloon racers and “Gnome
Rockets.”
Ethan is both an outstanding leader
and a team player making a great addition to the Scott County Junior Ambas-

Ethan Palmer

sador Team and to the Jordan Community. Keep up the great job!

4-H Shooting Sports
program underway
Shooting Sports is a game of skill,
knowledge, practice, and concentration.
In the 4-H Shooting Sports project, youth
gain important skills that carry over into
the rest of their lives. The program’s
focus is on decision making, teamwork,
self-discipline, building self-confidence,
and problem solving. Participants learn
about safety, sportsmanship, positive
relationships with peers and adults,
building awareness of career opportuni-

Youth eventually practice their
shooting skills outdoors.

ties, and strengthening connections with
families through participation in lifelong
recreational activities.
The Scott County 4-H Shooting
Sports and Wildlife project area follows
the curriculum from the University of
Minnesota Extension Program. The program is taught by nationally or state certified 4-H instructors. These adults instruct 4-H members in firearms safety
and marksmanship and also wildlife curriculum.
The shooting disciplines include archery, muzzle loading, pistol, rifle, shotgun, and hunting. Within these disciplines, 4-H members are able to test their
shooting, hunting, and sportsmanship
skills in county, regional, and national
competitions.
The Scott County Shooting Sports
program is open to all youth ages 8
through 18 and meets in Lydia at the
Spring Lake Learning Center on Thursday s from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. If you are
interested in joining the program or
would like to find out more information,
please call the Scott County Extension
Office at (952) 492-5410. For more information,
please
go
to
www.terrywerm.com/4H.htm.

Do you want to help develop your child’s positive character? Is your child
trustworthy, responsible, caring, and fair to others, respectful and a positive citizen
to their community? The Scott County office of the University of Minnesota Extension 4-H Youth Teaching Youth program is bringing a new program offered to
2nd and 3rd grader in Scott County schools called “Your Character Counts.” Teen
teachers from area high schools will visit classrooms for an hour once a week for
three weeks. The teens work with the students and help students realize that they
can be positive influences on their school and home communities. This program
looks at ways to help kids become positive role models at a young age and how
to prevent bulling, harassment, and discrimination. The “Character Counts”
material is based on a six pillar module.
During each one hour class, we will look
at a pillar and will encourage the teachers to work on the pillar activities during the school week.
For instance, one pillar — “respect”
— is a word that we hear and use in regard to children’s behavior. But have you
thought what it means for adults during
the busy times before Christmas? Generally speaking, people are not at their
best in crowds. It’s as if a survival-ofthe fittest instinct takes over, and other
humans around them become obstacles
to overcome. Pre- and post-holiday Amy Nesbitt, Kevin Stocker, and
shopping and long lines test our charac- Stephanie Hubner, Jordan High
ter. Although the temptation to be rude School 4-H Youth Teaching Youth
is probably there in all of us, resisting Teen Teachers, participated in a
that temptation and showing respect for recent “Character Counts Teen
other shoppers is a true sign of good Training.”
character.
Our lack of patience can be due to lack of planning before venturing out.
When we get sidetracked or fail to allow enough time to shop, it’s easy to get
frustrated. Unfortunately, we tend to take that frustration out on others in various
ways: a disgusted look at someone who is taking too long in the fitting room,
brushing against someone just to get through the checkout line faster, leaving a
mess on a shelf or in aisles as we rummage through merchandise in search of a
particular item. Did the short time that we saved really make much difference in
the way our day turned out? It may have only made us – not to mention the people
around us — feel worse. Instead, when we treat others with respect, it may contribute to a calmer, more joyful experience for us and the other shoppers.
Store clerks may sometimes seem impatient or uninformed at this time of the
year too. If we can put ourselves in their shoes, and remember that their days get
long and crazy during the holiday season, it may be easier to be respectful. Sympathize with the person behind the counter and make an effort to make his or her
day a little better. Offering a simple comment like, “This must be a crazy time for
you,” or “I bet you’ve had a long day,” will at least acknowledge their struggle and
maybe cause a smile.
Crowds are not only seen at the stores, but on streets and highways as well.
Pointing fingers at other drivers and cursing through the windows will really get us
nowhere. In fact, the only thing it may do is raise our blood pressure! While it’s
true that drivers seem to have become less respectful and we may come face-toface (or car-to-car) with difficult people, we still have the power to control our
actions. Remember who is in the back seat when you are driving, and – trust me —
they are watching everything you are doing and learning from your actions.
The holidays are times we’d all like to be at our best. When you feel yourself
becoming impatient with others, try to remember this quote (author unknown):
“Sir, I will treat you like a gentleman, not because you are one, but because I am
one.” (It works equally well to substitute “lady” for “gentleman”!)
Here are two exercises that you can practice with younger youth that will help
demonstrate to them how to be respectful young people. Young children are naturally physical, and may hit or push. Practice ways to help children keep their
hands to themselves. Tell them to walk with their hands in their pockets or to sit on
their hands if they find they cannot control themselves. Encourage your children
to avoid hitting, teasing, or making rude remarks about other people. Impose
consequences for disrespectful conduct. Always be polite, and use polite expressions such as “please,” “thank you,” and “excuse me,” and encourage your children to do likewise.
Parents can teach children about respect by setting good examples. Always
treat other people, including children, with respect. Avoid nasty or snide remarks
that demean other people because of race, religion, ethnicity, looks, or income
level. Before meeting new people, play a game with your child in which you and
your child rehearse polite introductions. So often, children do not learn this skill
unless it is taught to them.
The “Your Character Counts” program will be offered to all Scott, Anoka, and
Dakota County schools this year. 4-H Youth Teaching Youth teens have been trained
and are waiting to visit elementary schools. For more information, contact Sara at
(952) 492-5388 or via e-mail at dunc0088@umn.edu
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Could you still pass your driver’s test?
Take the challenge and update yourself on traffic laws
How well do you know the rules of the road in
Minnesota? Pretty well? Kinda? Enough to get by?
Take this test to find out! Even if you’ve been driving
for years, you might be surprised by some of the answers. (Answers are on Page 11.) But read carefully,
some of them are tricky…
1. A trail crosses a road where there are no stop
signs or traffic signals. There is a pedestrian crossing
sign and white lines across the road to mark the crosswalk. You approach with your vehicle, and notice a
pedestrian waiting behind the curb to cross. You are
legally required to:
a. Come to a complete stop to let the pedestrian
cross, and not resume until the pedestrian has completely crossed the road.
b. Come to a complete stop to let the pedestrian
cross, and not resume until the pedestrian has completely crossed the lane your vehicle occupies.
c. Slow down and let the pedestrian cross, but a
complete stop is not required.
d. Keep going; you’re not required to stop or
slow at all for the waiting pedestrian.
2. You are driving a car northbound on a gravel
road in a rural area when you approach an intersection
with another gravel road. On the other roadway, a
truck is approaching the same intersection, traveling
westbound. There are no stop signs, yield signs, or
signals at the intersection — it is completely uncontrolled. Both you and the truck are approaching the
intersection at about the same time. You are legally
required to:
a. Yield to the truck, because it’s bigger than your
car.
b. Yield to the truck, because it’s going westbound.
c. Keep going; the truck is supposed to stop for
you.
d. Both of you come to a stop and wave at each
other until one of you finally goes.
3. You are driving on a two-lane county road in
a rural area and someone in front of you is making a
left turn at a four-way intersection. There are no stop
signs in the direction you’re going; it’s a two-way stop
for the cross street. There is no left-turn lane or rightturn lane, the other driver is stopped waiting for oncoming traffic to clear. The other driver is completely

blocking the lane you’re in. There is, however, plenty
of paved shoulder on both sides of the road. You are
supposed to:
a. Stay in the lane you’re in, and wait patiently
until the car in front of you turns and gets out of the
way.
b. Pass on the right, using the shoulder.
c. Pass the other vehicle on the left.
4. You are making a left turn at a signalized intersection. You don’t have a green arrow, just a green
circle, and need to yield to oncoming traffic before
making your turn. A pedestrian is in the crosswalk
with a flashing “don’t walk,” crossing the road you’re
turning onto, though it said “walk” when they first
started crossing. When the oncoming traffic clears,
you complete your turn and collide with the pedestrian. Who broke the law?
a. The pedestrian, because you had a green light
for your left turn and they had a flashing “don’t walk.”
b. You, because you failed to yield to a pedestrian in a crosswalk, even though it was flashing “don’t
walk.”
c. Both A and B.
5. You’re driving your car, approaching a marked
crosswalk where a trail crosses the road. A bicyclist
riding on the trail emerges from behind some shrubs
and enters the crosswalk at a high speed without slowing. You see the cyclist immediately, hit the brakes
and swerve, and fortunately you don’t collide… but it
was really, really close. Who broke the law here?
a. You, because you were supposed to stop at
the crosswalk since you couldn’t see around the trees.
b. The bicyclist, because they’re riding through
crosswalk and rather than walking their bike.
c. The bicyclist, because they entered the crosswalk when it was impossible for you to yield.
6. You are driving, approaching an intersection
where there are no signals. It’s a two-way stop, and
the stop signs face the side streets, not the street you’re
driving on. A pedestrian is crossing the street at the
intersection. There are sidewalks on all four corners
of the intersection but no crosswalks are marked on
the road, and there are no crosswalk signs. You see
the pedestrian have plenty of time to stop, but are you
required by law to stop for the pedestrian?
a. Yes, because they’re crossing at an intersec-

Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy seeks
applicants for spring program
Law enforcement officers often wish the public had a better understanding of what it’s like being
a cop. In an effort to allow the citizens to meet the
men and women of law enforcement — and to educate citizens in the functions of public safety — the
Scott County Sheriff’s Office is once again offering a Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy. The purpose of
the Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy is to provide information to the citizens who attend so they can make
educated decisions about police activity. Better understanding can dispel suspicions and misconceptions while increasing Sheriff’s Office/community
rapport through the educational process. In turn,
the Sheriff’s Office becomes more aware of the feelings and concerns of the community through input
from the participants. Allowing the citizens to see
the Sheriff’s Office staff as people (and conversely,
allowing staff to personally meet the people they
serve) helps to establish open lines of communication and cooperation.
During the eight-week program, citizens learn
about a wide variety of topics. Included are: Crime
scene investigation; traffic enforcement and accident investigation; use of force, deadly force, and
defensive tactics; 911 dispatch and communications,
including a tour of the 911 dispatch center; court
security and civil process; special weapons, tactics,
and negotiations; drug enforcement; homeland Security; DUI enforcement, with an interactive (controlled) drinking and testing session; the role of the
jail and tours of the facilities currently in use; crime
prevention and citizen volunteers in the Sheriff’s

Office.
The Citizens’ Academy instructors are all law
enforcement professionals, so participants will learn
about the job real deputies must perform…not the
Hollywood version. After participation and graduation, citizens come away from this training with a
deeper understanding of the police mission and with
increased ability to see what the Sheriff’s Office
can and cannot do to serve Scott County.
Classes will run from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
on Monday evenings, starting January 28 and
continuing for eight weeks. Applicants must be
18 years of age or older, and live or work in Scott
County. Further, participants must agree to allow
the Scott County Sheriff’s Office to run a criminal
background check to ensure the safety and security
of participants, Sheriff’s Office personnel, and the
public. A criminal record does not necessarily disqualify an applicant. In addition, participants should
plan to attend all or most of the sessions. Class
size is limited, so apply early!
Your Scott County law enforcement officers are
often doing difficult and dangerous work. They
must be prepared to make life-and-death decisions
in a split second. They walk into situations that are
out of control and restore order. They must professionally deal with all types of people and the whole
spectrum of human behavior. Citizen involvement
is one of the most powerful tools any law enforcement agency has in the fight against crime. Consider attending this session of the Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy.

tion.
b. Yes, because it doesn’t matter where they’re
crossing.
c. No, because there are no crosswalk signs or
markings.
7. Under what conditions are you are required
to use your headlights?
a. At any time from sunset to sunrise.
b. At any time when it is raining, snowing,
sleeting, or hailing.
c. At any time when visibility is impaired by
weather, smoke, fog, or other conditions.
d. All of the above.
8. You approach a railroad crossing that is not
equipped with gates, flashing lights, or a stop sign,
just the white “X” crossbuck sign on a wooden post.
How should your react?
a. Come to a complete stop.
b. Slow down enough to be sure that it’s safe to
cross.
c. Nothing; if there are no lights, then the trains
need to stop for you.
9. You are driving westbound on Scott County
Road 2 approaching the roundabout at Highway 13,
in the middle a long string of cars. As you pass through
the roundabout, you see stopped cars waiting to enter
the roundabout on southbound Highway 13. As you
drive around the circle and approach the cars that are
waiting to enter, you are supposed to:
a. Stop and let them in, taking turns one-by-one.
b. Keep going, and let them keep waiting.
c. Slow down and give them space to enter.
10. You are driving in the right lane on the freeway in a rural area and see a sign that the right lane
will be closed ahead for construction. You can see
that it is congested on the approach to the work zone.
You should:
a. Merge as soon as it’s safe to do so, keeping
everyone in the same order they arrived, but creating a
long single-file line.
b. Stay in your lane until the actual closure, even
if it means driving past cars and cutting to the front of
the line.
c. Straddle the lanes to keep anyone from getting past you in either lane
Sheriff’s Citizens’ Academy Application

Full Name: ____________________________
Last
First
Middle
Other names previously used:
______________________________________________
Date of Birth: __________________________
Month
Date
Year
Address: ______________________________
______________________________________
Home Phone: _____ - _____ - _______
Alternate: _____ - _____ - _______
Email: ________________________________

Complete and attach a paragraph about why
you would like to attend the Academy.
I understand a confidential background check
will be conducted on all applicants.
______________________________________
Applicant’s Signature
Date
Return completed application by Jan. 16 to Deputy
Mary Hensel, Scott County Sheriff’s Office, 200 W.
4th Ave., Shakopee, MN 55379. For more
information call 952-496-8722 or e-mail
mhensel@co.scott.mn.us
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Winter drivers must be cautious
The winter of 2007-2008 is now upon us. It’s time
to break out the snow blowers, shovels, ice scrapers,
and all those winter coats, hats, and gloves. For their
part, Scott County Highway staff has been filling the
salt shed, installing plows and sanders, and getting
ready for snow and ice control on our County roads.
This year, Scott County will be using a new type
of treated salt in lieu of the standard sand and salt mixture. This newer product – a brown treated salt made
from beet sugar called “Geomelt,” which is 100 percent organic — has been used in other areas, and it is
reported to work much faster than a sand-salt mixture.
Scott County will have 19 trucks running on nine
routes throughout the County this year, with a normal
start time of 3:00 a.m. (so the roads can be open as
soon as possible in time for the morning commute).
Sometimes, unfortunately, the snow will be too heavy
for Highway crews to get a bare pavement all the time
– but they will stay at it until they get those pavements
wet and free of slippery spots.
You can do your part by following these tips:
1. Remember to allow extra time to get to and
from work on
days that it is
snowing. If you
try to hurry,
your chances of
a crash are
much greater.
2. D o n ’ t
ever drive into
a snow cloud!
The back of a
plow truck is a

lot harder and heavier than you’d think – and you do
not want to experience it directly. Highway crews plow
as fast as they safely can, but you should expect speeds
of 20-30 miles per hour at best.
3. Pack extra warm clothes in the car, and a
few blankets for good measure. A few candy bars aren’t
a bad idea, either. And remember: It is always best to
stay in your car if you slide off the road or get stuck.
4. Carbon monoxide poisoning is deadly. If
you do get stuck, do not run your car to stay warm.
5. Make sure the children do not build snow
forts next to the road. It’s not just an issue of visibility either -- a snowplow could collapse a snow fort,
with serious consequences for the potential occupants.
6. Don’t allow children to use the road slopes
for sliding. As you’ll probably remember from your
own youthful days, it’s hard – if not downright impossible -- to stop a careening sled if a car comes along.
7. Direct children to stand on a flat surface
while waiting for the school bus. It’s scary, but true:
Little ones can easily slide under a bus wheel.
8. If your vehicle has all-wheel or four-wheel
drive, remember they do not stop or turn any better
on snow and ice than any other vehicle. In fact, they
can roll over a lot easier due to their higher centers of
gravity.
9. Do not plow your driveway snow onto the
roadway. Plowing your snow on or across the public
roads is a violation of state statute; moreover, it can
create a serious safety problem.
10. Check out your mailbox support. If the post
is rotted, get it replaced. Mailbox supports, by County
Ordinance, must be no larger than a 4 x 4 post (16
square inches). Scott County sells a swing away safety
steel post, at cost, for $35.00. Contact Pam Undestad
at (952) 496-8419 to purchase one.

Help keep driveways
clear of snow
The sketch above shows how you can clear your
driveway to reduce the possibility that you will find
yourself snowbound after the plow passes. If you
shovel snow in the direction of traffic and also
make a pocket next to your driveway (as shown),
snow accumulations on the plow will dump into
that pocket and much less will go into the driveway.
It would be wonderful if each driveway could be
kept meticulously clear, but that would mean
Public Works could never finish plowing the public
roads in a reasonable amount of time. But with
your cooperation, this inconvenience can be
minimized.

Education, answers provided for driver’s test
ANSWERS:
1. The answer is d, because the
pedestrian is waiting behind the curb.
Per the definitions of Minnesota Statute
169.01, subds. 31 and 37 state:
“Crosswalk” means (1) that portion
of a roadway ordinarily included with
the prolongation or connection of the
lateral lines of sidewalks at intersections; (2) any portion of a roadway distinctly indicated for pedestrian crossing
by lines or other markings on the surface. and
“Roadway” means that portion of
a highway improved, designed, or ordinarily used for vehicular travel, exclusive of the sidewalk or shoulder. In the
event a highway includes two or more
separate roadways, the term “roadway”
as used herein shall refer to any such
roadway separately but not to all such
roadways collectively.
Minn. Stat. 169.21 essentially gives
the right of way at a crosswalk to pedestrians, but requires using ordinary care
in doing so. If the pedestrian had been
in the crosswalk rather than behind the
curb — or had even a foot in the crosswalk — you would be required to stop
until the pedestrian had crossed your lane
of traffic. While not perfect, the statutes allow for pedestrians to wait for traffic to clear and also prevents unnecessary stopping when a pedestrian is not
intending to cross, such as waiting on a
corner for a bus. Stopping for the pedestrian who is not in the crosswalk
might be a courtesy, but it is not required
(and may risk causing a rear-end crash).
This applies in Minnesota; other states
may have other variations. More information on Minnesota crosswalk laws can
be found at www.dot.state.mn.us/peds/
2. The answer is b. If you’re going northbound and the truck is going
westbound, then the truck is approaching from your right. Minn. Stat.169.20,
subd. 1(a) says:

When two vehicles enter an uncontrolled intersection from different highways at approximately the same time,
the driver of the vehicle on the left shall
yield the right-of-way to the vehicle on
the right.

or pedestrian upon any roadway and (2)
give an audible signal when necessary
and exercise proper precaution upon
observing any child or any obviously
confused or incapacitated person upon
a roadway.

It has nothing to do with the size of
the vehicle or the surface of the road.
Of course, the other driver might not
know the rules, so you should slow down
and always make sure it’s safe before
entering the intersection. One interesting thing to note: During a power outage when a traffic signal is completely
dark (not the same as flashing red), the
intersection becomes an “uncontrolled
intersection” and the yield-to-the-right
rule takes over.

5. The answer is c. A bicyclist in
a crosswalk, whether they’re on the bike
or walking with the bike, is afforded all
the rights and responsibilities of a pedestrian by Minn. Stat. 169.222,
subd.4(f). However, Minnesota Statute
169.21 states “No pedestrian shall suddenly leave a curb or other place of
safety and walk or run into the path of a
vehicle which is so close that it is impossible for the driver to yield.” Therefore, the bicyclist violated this provision
by darting into traffic without giving the
driver a chance to slow down.

3. The answer is a. It’s illegal to
pass on the right when it involves use of
the shoulder, according to Minn. Stat.
169.18, subd. 4(4). It’s also illegal to
use a right-turn lane for passing when
prohibited by a sign stating “Right Lane
Must Turn Right.” Passing on the left
in this situation is illegal; moreover, it
would probably result in a serious crash,
as there was clearly some oncoming traffic plus the risk that the vehicle would
turn into you as you passed.
4. The answer is b. A flashing orange hand or “don’t walk” doesn’t mean
that the pedestrian doesn’t have the rightof-way. A flashing orange hand or
“don’t walk” indication simply means
that the pedestrian shouldn’t start crossing. If the pedestrian didn’t start crossing until after it was already flashing the
“don’t walk” (or when it was a steady
“don’t walk”), then they too broke the
law. Of course, even if the pedestrian
did break the law, that doesn’t mean it’s
okay to hit them! Minn. Stat.169.21,
subd.3(d) states: Notwithstanding the
other provisions of this section every
driver of a vehicle shall (1) exercise due
care to avoid colliding with any bicycle

6. The answer is a. A crosswalk
does not need to be painted, signed, or
marked in any way in order to be legally
considered a crosswalk. A crosswalk can
be any logical extension of a sidewalk
within an intersection, as defined by
Minn. Stat. 169.01, subd. 37 (See answer to #1 for the legal definition). A
pedestrian crossing a roadway in the
absence of an intersection, sidewalk, or
marked crosswalk is required yield to
vehicles (Minn. Stat. 169.21, subd. 3).
7. The answer is d. The choices
are taken directly from Minn. Stat.
169.48, subd. 1.
8. The answer is b. Gates and
flashing light systems are very expensive to install and maintain, and are only
installed by the railroad under high-risk
circumstances. There are many places
where active railroads and highways
cross without anything other than a sign.
If, however, a train is approaching,
Minn. Stat. 169.26, subd. 1 states that
when approaching a railroad grade crossing a driver must stop the vehicle at least

ten feet from the track and shall not proceed until safe to do so when an approaching railroad train is plainly visible and is in hazardous proximity. If
you can’t see far enough down the track,
you may have to slow down considerably before crossing to ensure safety.
9. The answer is b. A roundabout
is controlled by yield signs at the entry.
While the “yield” sign does not require
a complete stop, it does mean that vehicles already in the circle have the rightof-way, and traffic wishing to enter the
roundabout needs to wait until there is a
safe gap to enter. “Yield” is not the same
as “merge.” Slowing down or stopping
within the roundabout can be dangerous
and impedes traffic. While entering traffic may sometimes have to wait for long
strings of traffic to clear, the delay is almost always less than what would be expected by a traffic signal in the same
location. While answer c might seem
courteous, it creates confusion for entering drivers and could encourage them
to violate the yield sign, which would
have negative consequences both at the
roundabout and at other “yield” locations on the roadway system. More information about Minnesota roundabouts
and rules can be found at http://
www.mnltap.umn.edu/publications/videos/ModernRoundabouts/
10. The answer is b, but only because it is already congested. If it’s not
congested, merging safely and smoothly
ahead of the merge point is best for both
safety and traffic operations. However,
if traffic flow exceeds the capacity of
the work zone, congestion begins and
merging early ceases to be beneficial for
either operations or safety. Mn/DOT is
trying experimental systems to prevent
the long single-file lines from forming.
The goal is to instruct the drivers based
on actual traffic conditions. More about
this issue and this system can be found
at www.dot.state.mn.us/newsrels/03/10/
29merge.html
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In this season of giving,
can you give the gift of life?

Safety SCENE
By the Scott County Sheriff’s Office

Platelet donors needed by cancer patients
Understanding the criminal justice system
If you read the last Safety SCENE article, you were able to follow the criminal
justice system to the Arraignment Hearing, learning along the way that that the
Arraignment is usually the second of many court hearings. In addition, you likely
learned the prosecution and the defense can request the disclosure of evidence
(“discovery”) being used to prosecute or defend you.
Before we journey on, it’s important to understand that criminal offenses are
grouped by categories. Levels of offenses are used as a way to roughly distinguish
offense severity. In Minnesota, the four categories are:
CATEGORY

MAXIMUM SANCTION

EXAMPLES

Petty Misdemeanor

Fine of up to $300;
not considered a “crime”
because incarceration is not
an allowable sanction

Most traffic
violations

Misdemeanor

90 days in jail and/or
up to $1,000 fine

Driving without a
license; simple assault;
first-time DWI; theft
of property worth less
than $500

Gross Misdemeanor

Felony

One year in jail and/or
up to $3,000 fine

Over one year imprisonment
and/or up to maximum fine
specified by law. Maximum
imprisonment penalties
range from 366 days to life
imprisonment.

Second DWI in 10
years; second assault
in 10 years against
same victim; theft of
property worth
between $500 and
$1,000
Murder and
manslaughter; most
criminal sexual
conduct crimes, theft
of property worth
more than $1,000

In many states, any crime for which less than a year in prison may be imposed
is a misdemeanor. Minnesota, however, utilizes a separate gross misdemeanor
category in between felonies and misdemeanors, as shown above.
Omnibus Hearing
At this hearing, the defendant can ask the court to determine if there is sufficient evidence to proceed with the case — and if the evidence against the defendant was obtained in a lawful manner. The defendant will also get another chance
to choose whether to plead guilty or not guilty. If a plea of not guilty is entered, a
pre-trial hearing is scheduled.
Occasionally, there may be other or additional hearings between the omnibus
hearing and the pre-trial hearing. In addition, motions may be made by the prosecutor or the defense before, during, or after a trial. Motions ask the court to issue
a ruling or order about legal questions regarding the case.
Speedy Trial
The Sixth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution guarantees defendants’ rights
to a speedy trial. This Amendment requires the trial be held within a certain time
frame after a person has been charged with a crime. Of course, the defendant can
waive this right by asking for additional time to prepare a defense.
Pre-Trial Hearing
Although they may be discussed at any time in the court process, normally this
is the time where plea agreements are negotiated. A plea agreement or plea bargain is an agreement in a criminal case in which a prosecutor and a defendant
arrange to settle the case against the defendant. The defendant agrees to plead
guilty, and in some cases, to also provide testimony against another person in exchange for some agreement from the prosecutor as to the punishment.
A plea bargain can also include the prosecutor agreeing to charge a lesser crime
(also called “reducing the charges”) and/or dismissing some of the charges against
the defendant. Although many in the general public frequently consider plea agreements to be taking it easy on the offender, the gain in the efficiency of our court
system must be considered. Higher level crimes demand more time and resources
from the judicial system. However, lower level crimes are committed with far
greater frequency than higher level crimes. Therefore, on balance, all levels of
crime place significant burdens on criminal justice resources. The result of a plea
bargain is a conviction in a shorter period of time while still providing consequences to the criminal.
If the defendant pleads guilty, sentencing may be on the same day. If the
defendant pleads not guilty or a plea agreement is not reached, a trial date is set.
Trial
At a trial, physical and testimonial evidence is presented to a judge (at a court
trial) or a jury (during a jury trial). The court or the jury must make a determination of whether an accused is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, the standard
SAFETY SCENE Continued at right

Unfortunately, all of our lives have
been touched, in some way, by cancer.
In fact, at this very moment, you may
know someone who is in the process of
battling cancer. If so, you probably know
that aggressive chemotherapy treatments
destroy healthy as well as malignant
cells; and as a result, the patient may
have received (or is currently receiving)
platelet transfusions to ensure their blood
clots properly.
While these patients may be surrounded by loving families and friends,
helped by leading technologies, and
cared for by dedicated professionals,
their survival also depends on gifts from
people they may never meet: volunteer
platelet donors. Platelet donors can be
nothing short of lifesavers for cancer
patients. Here’s why.
Blood is a complex tissue made up
of different components. Red cells carry
oxygen; white cells fight infection;
plasma contains important proteins; and
platelets help blood to clot. Of these
components, it’s platelets that often
come through in a crisis.
Platelets are smaller, shorter-lived,
and more difficult to store than other
blood components. They have a shelflife of just five days, and are always
needed by cancer patients undergoing
chemotherapy
You can help.
The platelet donation process is
called apheresis (A-pher-EE-sis). Here’s
how it works: A relatively small amount
of blood is drawn from a donor’s arm
and goes into a blood cell separator. This
blood is rapidly spun, forcing the platelet cells into a sterile plastic bag. Meanwhile, the rest of the blood – plasma,
red cells, and white cells – is returned to
the donor. This cycle is repeated several
times. About eight times more lifesav-

Matt Deyo was diagnosed with bone
cancer his senior year of high school.
He beat cancer and is doing well
today thanks to chemotherapy and 90
units of donated red blood cells and
many apheresis platelet products.

ing platelet cells can be collected by this
method than from a regular whole blood
donation. An apheresis platelet donation takes somewhat longer than a regular, whole blood donation because it
takes extra time to separate and collect
the platelets from the other blood components.
Most people who are eligible to donate blood can also donate platelets.
People can be both regular whole blood
donors and apheresis platelet donors. To
ensure an adequate supply of platelets
for patients, donors are always needed.
Please consider becoming a platelet donor.

For more information about platelet
donation and to make an appointment,
contact the American Red Cross
at (651) 291-6718
SAFETY SCENE Continued from left

required by the prosecution in criminal cases. (Beyond a reasonable doubt
means that the evidence being presented by the prosecution must be
proven to the extent that there is no
“reasonable doubt” in the mind of a
reasonable person that the defendant
is guilty. There can still be a doubt,
but only to the extent that it would not
affect a “reasonable person’s” belief
that the defendant is guilty.)
Another outcome of the trail is
that the court or the jury determines
that the defendant is not guilty of the crimes being charged. In addition, a defendant does not necessarily need to be found guilty of all the charges. They may be
found guilty of all, some, or none of the charges.
If the defendant is found not guilty, the charges are dismissed and the defendant goes free. If the defendant is found guilty of some or all of the charges, a
sentencing date is set.
After a conviction for a felony offense, the court must order a pre-sentence
investigation and written report prepared by a probation officer with community
corrections. This pre-sentence investigation identifies the defendant’s individual
characteristics, circumstances, needs, potentialities, criminal record, and social history, as well as the circumstances of the offense and the harm the offense caused
others and the community.
The next step is sentencing, but we’re going to save that for the next edition. It
isn’t as simple as just sending somebody to jail!
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U of M Extension
performing 2007-2008
Land Rental Survey
University of Minnesota Extension
is collecting data for the 2007-2008
Carver and Scott County Land Rental
Surveys. This information can be voluntarily reported by land owners and
operators across the County by completing and sending in a paper copy of the
survey, or via the internet. You can access the survey online by going to the
Scott County Extension website at
www.extension.umn.edu/offices/ and
selecting “Scott County,” or you can get
there
directly
by
typing
www.surveymonkey.com/
s.aspx?sm=elJ0fnNCJlom
SjFvlR2Ltw_3d_3d into your web
browser.
The results of the land rent survey
will be available from the Extension office after March 1, 2008. All rental rates
are based upon tillable acres. The goal
is to have a survey that is representative
-- including all townships throughout the
County. The land rental survey also
breaks down rental rates by township
within the respective counties. More

Making a New Year’s resolution?
Make one financial!
Losing weight, eating healthier foods, exercising more… these are all regular items on New Year resolution lists. How about adding a financial resolution to your list?
Here are some possibilities to help you focus on your fiscal future.

variation in values will be seen across
townships as productivity and availability of land changes.
The results from the land rental survey should be used only as a guide when
determining land rental rates. Many factors should be examined when setting a
particular rate on a given parcel, including the location of the land, land availability, land productivity, tiling, facilities present, amount of land being rented,
share or trade agreements, and the relationship between renter and land owner.
If you did not receive a copy of the
land rental survey in the mail, you can
pick one up at the Scott County Extension office, located on the Scott County
Fairgrounds in Jordan. If you are looking for information on a specific township, or would like more information
about the survey, please call the Extension office at (952) 492-5410.
For more information contact Laura
T. Kieser, Extension Educator/Agriculture Production Systems, at (952) 4925410.

♦ Put an extra $25.00 a month in savings towards a goal.
♦ Start a vacation fund — allowing you to pay in cash when the
time comes.

♦ Pay at least $10 per month more than the minimum due on your
credit debt.

♦ Help your child establish a savings goal (keep it small and
realistic), then help them brainstorm ways they might find money to
save.
♦ Increase long term savings through your work program by one
percent or more.
♦ Investigate long-term care policies and information.
♦ Organize your important papers and make a list of where they
are located.
These are just a few suggestions — what else would be helpful for your
fiscal future? Contact Susan Hooper, family resource management educator
for Scott/Carver Extension, at (952) 492-5383 for more ideas or worksheets
to use in listing your important papers and contacts for insurance policies,
lawyers, and safe deposit boxes.

Emerald Ash Borer – the green menace
Minnesotans have dealt with the
bronze birch borer in birch trees, the twolined chestnut borer in oaks, and now
our ash trees are being threatened by the
emerald ash borer. The emerald ash
borer adult is a slender beetle – from
about 1/3 to ½ inch long — and bright
iridescent, coppery green in color. The
only known host of this borer is ash, and
it has been found attacking green, white,
blue, and black ash.
Although, to date, the emerald ash

borer has not been found in Minnesota,
it has been found as close as the Chicago area — which means it has moved
from Michigan to Illinois in a period of
only four years. Humans unknowingly
contribute to the spread of emerald ash
borer when they move firewood that is
infested with larvae or eggs of the
beetle. Therefore, leave firewood at
home when you travel out of state and,
even more important, do not bring any
firewood back with you when your re-

turn from an out of state trip. The best
policy is to use firewood from local
sources and burn all of it before you
leave.
The biology of the borer is not completely understood, but it is believed to
have a one-year life cycle. Adults begin to emerge in mid- to late May and
continue until late June or early July,
with peak emergence occurring in early
to mid-June. The female beetles lay
eggs on the surface of the bark or in

Private pesticide applicator
recertification workshops offered
Individuals can now attend a recertification workshop to renew their private pesticide applicator license. An individual needs to renew their certification if they 1) apply pesticides to land or sites they own, rent, or lease for the
production of agriculture commodities; 2) plan to use restricted use pesticides; 3) reside in the state of Minnesota; and 4)
the certification expires in 2008.
There are many dates and locations set for PPAT sessions around Minnesota. Topics to be covered include pesticide laws,
regulations and record keeping, applicator health effects, pesticide label comprehension, application equipment, pest
management, and endangered species. Some of the locations convenient for Scott County residents include:
Date
January 16
January 17
February 12
February 21
February 22
February 29

Time
Noon – 3:30 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – Noon
5:30 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. – Noon
8:30 a.m. – Noon

Location
Carver County Public Works Building
Extension and Conservation Center
McLeod County Fairgrounds -- Diner
Old Village Hall
Sibley County Courthouse
Extension Regional Center – Farmington

City
Cologne
Jordan
Hutchinson
Rice
Gaylord
Farmington

Points to remember:
• A farmer who is not currently certified (i.e., not certified through March 1, 2008) must take the test to become
certified.
• The cost to recertify, either by attending a recertification workshop or testing, is $50. Checks only, made payable
to the University of Minnesota.
• Registration for workshops will be taken at the door, and no pre-registration is required.
• Farmers must have two forms of ID to attend a workshop, one being a government issued photo ID (e.g., driver
license), the second a current Applicators Certification Card (preferred) or other ID (such as a credit card or library card).
• Persons who do not have their Applicators Card may obtain their applicators number (which is needed for
registration) on-line at the Minnesota Department of Agriculture website. (www.mda.state.mn.us) or by contacting MDA
via phone at (651) 201-6633.
• Attending a recertification workshop renews your certification for three years.
For more information, contact Laura T. Kieser, Extension Educator/Agriculture Production Systems,
at (952) 492-5410.

To prevent the importation of the
emeral ash borer, leave firewood at
home when you travel, and do not
bring any firewood back with you
when you return from an out of state
trip.

small cracks in the bark. The eggs hatch
in a week to ten days, and the whitish
colored flathead borers tunnel into the
cambial layer and create a series of winding galleries under the bark in the phloem and outer sapwood. The larvae
feed until fall and over winter as fully
grown larvae. They pupate in early
spring and the adults emerge in May and
June.
The emerald ash borer can attack
trees from as small as a two inch diameter to mature trees. Unlike the bronze
birch borer and the two-lined chestnut
borer — which normally attack only
stressed and unhealthy trees — the emerald ash borer will also attack vigorously growing healthy trees. With the
very high population of ash trees in the
state, this green menace will probably
proliferate if it finds its way here. The
Minnesota Department of Agriculture is
very interested in determining if the insect is present in Minnesota. Remember that the emerald ash borer will attack all native ash in Minnesota. This
beetle is currently known to be responsible for the death or decline of more
than 15 million ash trees in a 20 county
area around Detroit, Michigan. If you
find the insect or encounter any ash trees
that have unexplained dieback or die
mysteriously, call the Minnesota Department of Agriculture “Arrest the Pests
Hotline” at (651) 296-6684 or at 1 (888)
545-6684 to report it.
Source: Carl Hoffman, University
of Minnesota Extension
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Veterans’ SCENE
By Todd Kubinski
Director of Veterans Service

GI Bill helped veterans, country
Arguably, the most momentous piece of legislation ever enacted for veterans
is the GI Bill. The following history of the GI bill was taken from the Veterans
Administration website.
It has been heralded as one of the most significant pieces of legislation ever
produced by the federal government — one that impacted the United States socially, economically, and politically. But it almost never came to pass.
The Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944 — commonly known as the GI
Bill of Rights — nearly stalled in Congress as members of the House and Senate
debated provisions of the controversial bill. Some shunned the idea of paying
unemployed veterans $20 a week because they thought it diminished their incentive to look for work. Others questioned the concept of sending battle-hardened
veterans to colleges and universities, a privilege then reserved for the rich. Despite their differences, all agreed something must be done to help veterans assimilate into civilian life.
Much of the urgency stemmed from a desire to avoid the missteps following
World War I, when discharged veterans got little more than a $60 allowance and a
train ticket home.
During the Great Depression, some veterans found it difficult to make a living. Congress tried to intervene by passing the World War Adjusted Act of 1924,
commonly known as the Bonus Act. The law provided a bonus based on the number of days served. But there was a catch: Most veterans wouldn’t see a dime for
20 years.
A group of veterans marched on Washington, D.C., in the summer of 1932 to
demand full payment of their bonuses. When they didn’t get it, most went home.
But some decided to stick around until they got paid. They were later kicked out of
town following a bitter standoff with U.S. troops. The incident marked one of the
greatest periods of unrest our nation’s capital had ever known.
The return of millions of veterans from World War II gave Congress a chance
at redemption. But the GI Bill had far greater implications: It was seen as a genuine attempt to thwart a looming social and economic crisis. Some saw inaction as
an invitation to another Depression.
Harry W. Colmery, a former national commander of the American Legion and
former Republican National Chairman, is credited with drawing up the first draft
of the GI Bill. It was introduced in the House on Jan. 10, 1944, and in the Senate
the following day. Both chambers approved their own versions of the bill.
But the struggle was just heating up. The bill almost died when Senate and
House members came together to debate their versions. Both groups agreed on the
education and home loan benefits, but were deadlocked on the unemployment
provision. Ultimately, Rep. John Gibson of Georgia was rushed in to cast the tiebreaking vote. The Senate approved the final form of the bill on June 12, and the
House followed on June 13. President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed it into law on
June 22, 1944.
The Veterans Administration (VA) was responsible for carrying out the law’s
key provisions: education and training, loan guaranty for homes, farms or businesses, and unemployment pay.
Before the war, attending college and homeownership were, for the most part,
unreachable dreams for the average American. Thanks to the GI Bill, millions who
would have flooded the job market instead opted for education. In the peak year of
1947, veterans accounted for 49 percent of college admissions. By the time the
original GI Bill ended on July 25, 1956, 7.8 million of 16 million World War II
veterans had participated in an education or training program. Millions also took
advantage of the GI Bill’s home loan guaranty. From 1944 to 1952, VA backed
nearly 2.4 million home loans for World War II veterans.
While veterans embraced the education and home loan benefits, few collected
on one of the bill’s most controversial provisions—the unemployment pay. Less
than 20 percent of funds set aside for this were used.
In 1984, former Mississippi Congressman Gillespie V. “Sonny” Montgomery
revamped the GI Bill, which has been known as the “Montgomery GI Bill” ever
since, assuring that the legacy of the original GI Bill lives on, as VA home loan
guaranty and education programs continue to work for our newest generation of
combat veterans.

New Options
cilities.”
Fish Lake Immanuel Lutheran
Church: Pastor Dan Seidenburg —
“They are not afraid to work and are very
polite. The job supervisor is very conscientious.”
WorkForce Development Center
Maintenance: Mike Lannon —

HHW Facility
ances for recycling. (In Minnesota, the
following items are considered to be appliances, so these items are not accepted
at the HHW facility: refrigerators, freezers, dehumidifiers, stoves, ovens, microwaves, furnaces and air conditioners,
trash compactors, clothes washers and
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Public Works staff teaches
students about snowplow safety
Every year, Scott County Public
Works staff venture out of their trucks
and plows to present a snowplow safety
program to area 2nd and 3rd grade children (available to any public or private
school teaching children who reside in
Scott County). It’s never too early to
start teaching kids about the fundamentals of snowplow safety. For instance,
all too often, younger children don’t
know that snow “forts” should stay far
away from curbs. And even though they
might know that sledding into the street
isn’t a particularly safe thing to do, they
really don’t stop to think about the very
real dangers.
A lot of kids are fascinated by large
equipment, but just like adults, kids need
to stay away from snowplows when
they’re on the job. Scott County Public
Works is always happy to bring demonstration equipment out to schools or to
the County Fair, but on-the-job plows
are dangerous things.
“SnowPlow Cool” uses a variety of
tools and media to help deliver these crucial safety messages: First, staff shows
an eight-minute video and opens the
classroom to discussion with a snowplow driver. Additional materials are
provided to the teacher, who can go over
them either before or after the presentation. Public Works staff can also provide a snowplow and a road grader, so
that the children see first-hand what the

The Scott County Historical Society –
Where History is FUN!
Searching, Saving, and Sharing the History and Cultural Heritage of
Scott County with Engaging Exhibits, Hands-on Activities,
Exciting Events, and More!
Community Education Workshops
Genealogy 101: Want to learn more
about your family history, but don’t
know where to start? Learn helpful
tips and get started right. Class taught
by Betty Dols, local genealogist.
• Shakopee – January 12, 1:00
p.m., to register call (952)
496-5029

•

•

Valentines – Old
Fashioned Love:
Create greeting
cards and decorate
cookies for your
special someone!
New Prague – February 9,
10:00 a.m., to register call
(952) 758-1733
Prior Lake – February 9, 1:00
p.m., to register call (952)
226-0080

From Page 1

“There’ve been too many great memories with New Options; I can’t begin to
say just one! This is a different job that
many of the people can do and makes
the clients happy.”
For more information on New Options, please call (952) 403-7979.

From Page 1

dryers, garbage disposals, water softeners, water heaters, and heat pumps).
However, you can visit our Scott County
web page at www.co.scott.mn.us for a
list of regional facilities that accept appliances for recycling.

equipment looks like up close.
First and foremost, the program promotes safety. But it also links city and
county services to the schools, and it
provides educators with additional
means to keep their students aware of
and engaged with their larger community.
If your school isn’t currently featuring “SnowPlow Cool,” please consider
contacting either Pam Undestad (at 952496-8419) or Greg Felt (at 952-4968047) for more information.

Exhibit
Cabinet of Curiosities & Oddities:
Items from SCHS Collection – Open
through spring 2008.
Minnesota River Valley History
Round Table
Chronicling the Iraq War: A Soldier’s
Perspective: Presentation, January 19,
1:00 p.m. at SCHS
Minnesota Military Family
Foundation Presentation: February
16, 1:00 p.m. at the Carver County
Historical Society – (952) 442-4234
All Things Minnesota Book Club
Meets at 6:30 p.m. in the historic Stans
House on the third Thursday of each
month.

Scott County Crazy Quilters –
Knitters Welcome Too!
Meets at 6:30 p.m. on the fourth
Thursday of each month.

HELP NEEDED
A Second Skin: Uniform Identities is
in need of loans or donations of all
kinds of uniforms and related items,
such as candy striper uniforms/aprons/
shoes, mechanics overalls/tools/caps,
waitress uniforms/aprons/caps/
notebooks/menus — all occupations
and volunteer jobs including military.
Help us make this the best exhibit
ever! Contact SCHS at
info@scottcountyhistory.org or call
(952) 445-0378.
Unless otherwise noted, events take
place at the Scott County Historical
Society, 235 S. Fuller St., Shakopee,
Minnesota 55379, (952) 445-0378,
info@scottcountyhistory.org or
www.scottcountyhistory.org. There
are fees for some events, so please call
ahead.
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Historical SCENE

Prohibition an exciting time in Scott County
By Catherine Jacobs, Intern at
Scott County Historical Society

You could say that the dislike of
drunkenness began even before Increase
Mather, of Massachusetts, wrote in
1673, “Wine is from God, but the
Drunkard is from the Devil.”1 Little
would he know that, 247 years later, the
United States would embark on an “experiment noble in purpose” with the
passing of the 18th Amendment: Prohibition.2 Early 20th Century reformers
had gained in political power and support so that by 1919 the amendment was
passed. As of January 1920, anything
over ½ of a percent in alcohol became
illegal, far stricter than any previous prohibitory laws. The new law went so far
as to regulate the use of medicinal liquor and sacramental wines (but not specifically outlaw them).3
Prohibition, while it ultimately
failed, did work in some respects. The
national consumption of alcohol was
reduced from 2.6 gallons per capita in
the 1910s to less than one gallon in the
early 1930s. There were fewer arrests
for drunkenness, and fewer deaths from
alcoholism.4 But “…Congress grossly
underestimated the enforcement needs
required by the outlawing of alcohol.”
A mere $5 million was set aside for the
newly formed Prohibition Bureau, and
a force of only 1,526 federal agents was
assembled. With the U.S. population at
approximately 110 million people in
1920, that was one agent for every
71,000 people.5
The lack of ability to consistently
enforce the law allowed liquor to be
readily available to anyone who knew
the right people and had enough money.
Many others made their own “bathtub
gin.” Prescriptions for alcohol were issued freely, and the consumption of sacramental wine increased by 800,000
gallons during 1920 and 1921.6
Nowhere was alcohol consumption
more prevalent than in the cities, and
Minnesota cities were no exception:
“There were literally thousands of bootleggers in Minnesota.”7 Due to the extreme corruption of the St. Paul police
department (among others), enforcement
fell to the federal agents, who were
vastly understaffed.
But the excitement wasn’t limited to
the big city; Scott County had its share
of lawlessness too. The Belle Plaine
Herald pointed out that “…though the
moon went dry long ago, it still manages to get full once a month.”8 The
Shakopee Argus expressed similar sentiments: “…there are a few more moonshine nights nowadays than the old almanac calls for.”9
The presence of all the excitement
in Shakopee led to the truth of these
statements. During prohibition,
Shakopee was known as the “local Las
Vegas” or as “Little Chicago.” There
were numerous speakeasies and other
illegal activities going on in the area. A
former Shakopee police officer reports
having arrested 32 bar owners for running bootlegging and gambling operations. The Mill Pond Restaurant and The
Rock Spring Café were two such establishments in Shakopee that were in full
operation during Prohibition.
The Mill Pond – the largest casino
and speakeasy in the area — was located
on the current site of Dangerfield’s,
along 101 in Shakopee. The Mill Pond,
its employees and customers, were once
robbed by bandits armed with Tommy
guns. In order to protect its customers
and employees, a bullet-proof enclosure
was added in the middle of the gambling

A 1925 Prohibition Raid in St. Paul, similar to those conducted throughout
Scott County. St. Paul Daily News (Loc#HV8.16p3 Neg#3757). Image courtesy
of the Minnesota Historical Society.

area and staffed with an armed guard.
Because of local political arrangements
and other interests, no police ever
showed up.
The Rock Spring Café was where
Turtles Bar & Grill is currently located.
During the 1920s and 30s, cars would
be parked everywhere around the Café…
but if you looked inside, only the cook
and the wait staff could be seen. (All
the customers, of course, were in the
basement partaking in illegal activities.)
The Rock was a speakeasy and casino
reserved for well-to-do, out-of-town
visitors, usually from the Twin Cities or
farther. A guard was stationed at the
basement door to keep out unwanted
people, and locals were usually not permitted to enter. In fact, many Shakopee
residents were not even aware of what
was down there. Whenever a raid was
scheduled, a runner would be sent to
notify The Rock’s managers and the incriminating evidence would be removed
to a safe house until the raid was over.10
Martin Doherty of Shakopee was
one such provider of illegal intoxicating liquors, having his establishment
raided twice in July 1920 and causing
“quite a sensation.”11 But whiskey possession wasn’t limited to business owners such as Doherty. In March 1921,
R.H. Mies, the Mayor of Hampton, Minnesota, was arrested for possessing ten
gallons of liquor. “Local officials obtained their clue leading to the raid”
when they discovered a local boy, age
16, drunk.12
In March 1921, illegal activity was
thriving in Scott County, as reported by
the Jordan Independent:

During the week of September 1,
1921, a “mammoth still” was found in
Eagle Creek Township. It was located
on the “old Zettel farm,” the entire dwelling being “…fitted up as a distillery” and
having “…a complicated siphon system
extending from attic to basement.”
Along with the still, “50 gallons of
double distilled moonshine…and considerable liquor mash” were found as
well. 15
In 1924, Mike Abdo and Harry
Simon, both of Mankato, were arrested
for transporting liquor. The trial transcript of the questioning of Simon reveals the process of getting bootleg.
They took the car to Michaels Auto
Laundry in St. Paul, and Simon paid a
man named Belle $450 for 50 gallons
of alcohol ($9 per gallon). Belle then
took the car and brought it back loaded
with alcohol. But Abdo and Simon were
not destined to make a clean getaway:
They were followed back from St. Paul,
and confronted thee miles west of
Shakopee on “Number 5,” but not by
federal agents. Simon said, “We were
riding along, and a seven passenger
Packard car containing two men drove
up along side and commanded me to put
up my hands, and I did not put them up
apparently as quick as they wanted me
to, and they shot when they came even
with the car.” The car came to a stop and

the two men helped themselves to 45 of
the 50 gallons of alcohol, leaving Abdo
and Simon to their fates. The two were
discovered with the remaining alcohol
when Abdo took Simon to the hospital.16
Even New Market had its share of
illegal activity. In 1921, a New Market
man was found to have an extensive
moonshine operation, having two stills
and making a profit of $16,000 in the
year and a half he had been in operation. The story goes that he “…became
overconfident and boastful on an occasion when unduly stimulated with some
of his own brand of liquor, and as a result was raided.”17
Such excitement continued through
the ‘20s and into the early 1930s. The
Prohibition amendment had ended up
creating more crime then before, and in
1933 the “great experiment” came to an
end. (Shakopee residents voted 10-1 in
favor of its repeal.18 ) During Prohibition, the United States had witnessed an
era of unrivaled lawlessness and prosperity. All that gave way on “Black Tuesday,” or October 29, 1929. In one day,
the face of the nation changed. From an
era of prosperity and decadence to one
of great need and want, the Great Depression had begun.
1 Quote from “It’s the Booze Talkin’:
Prohibition and the Gangster Film.” Chuck
Holmgren. http://xroads.virginia.edu/
~MA03 /holmgren/prohib/prohib.html
2 Quote from The American Nation: A
History of the United States. John A.
Garraty and Mark C. Carnes. (New York:
Longman, 200) 102.
3 Holmgren, “It’s the Booze Talkin’.”
4 Garraty, 702.
5 Holmgren.
6 Garraty, 702.
7 For the Record: 150 Years of Law &
Lawyers in Minnesota. (Minnesota State
Bar Association, 1999) 231.
8 Belle Plaine Herald, April 1, 1920.
9 Shakopee Argus, January 30, 1920.
10 Oral history interviews, Scott County
Historical Society.
11 Shakopee Argus, July 9, July 30, 1920.
12 Jordan Independent, March 24, 1921.
13 Jordan Independent, March 24, 1921.
14 Jordan Independent, March 24, 1921.
15 Jordan Independent, Sept. 1, 1921.
16 State of Minnesota Vs. Mike Abdo and
Harry Simon, 1924.
17 Jordan Independent, March 24, 1921.
18 Shakopee Argus-Tribune, Sept. 14,
1933.

Scott County Historical
Society/Stans Museum
235 Fuller Street, Shakopee

Ten Arrests Claimed
Four Towns Hit in Rum Raids—
Federal Agents Swoop Down in Scott
and Carver Counties. – Moonshining
and bootlegging were found operating
in full sway…when Federal prohibition
agents made raids on four towns …13
The article goes on to detail that 100
gallons were seized at Jordan, and four
arrests made. Belle Plaine saw three arrests, and Chaska two. And that…

Exhibit: Cabinet of Curiosities & Oddities: Items from SCHS Collection –
Open through spring 2008

…Shakopee Got A Tip
An advance ‘tip’ on the raid at
Shakopee, through some unknown leak
in government organization, gave seven
or eight persons on whom warrants were
to be served and opportunity to hide
evidence. 14

HELP NEEDED
A Second Skin: Uniform Identities is in need of loans or donations of all
kinds of uniforms and related items, such as candy striper uniforms/aprons/
shoes, mechanics overalls/tools/caps, waitress uniforms/aprons/caps/
notebooks/menus — all occupations and volunteer jobs including military.
Help us make this the best exhibit ever! Contact SCHS at
info@scottcountyhistory.org or call (952) 445-0378

Open: Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.;
Thursday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.; and Saturday 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Closed Sundays, Mondays and major holidays.
General Admission: Free for SCHS members. $4 adults, $2
students, children under 5 free.
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Scott County Highway Department wishes
to extend its thanks to those participating
in the ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY PROGRAM
Current
Adopt-A-Hwy Participants
American Glass & Mirror, Inc
Havlicek’s Veseli Vrsek Orchard
Scott Co. Employee Association
Prior Lake Rotary Club
Haugen Insurance Agency
Boyd Family
NewPrague High School
Student Council/Honor Society
Ducks Unlimited – Prior Lake
In Memory of Helen & Russ Stark
Little Six, Inc.
Boy Scout Troop 339
The Badhwa family
Canterbury Park
Beckendorf & Thur
Grandparent Memorial
New Market Elko Webster Lions
Fish Lake Lutheran Church
Fish Lake Lutheran Church
Bruce & Pam Beckstad & Family
The Family/Friends of
Allie Jo Luhman
Fish Lake Sportsman Club
Fish Lake Sportsman Club
Christ Lutheran MO Church
Prior Lake Snowmobile Assoc.
Wayne Burville Plumbing
Belle Plaine Area DFL

Current
Rd
#
CR
21
CR
2
CR
17
CR
21
CR
42
CR
27
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR

37
16
79
83
12
42
83

CR
CR
CR
CR
CR

8
2
81
10
44

CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR

83
81
10
14
42
79
64

Adopt-A-Hwy Participants
The Minar Families
Scott County STS Program
The Mike & Diane Seifert Family
The W.J. Hammes Family
Olson Dental
The Families of
Meadow Wood Court
Environmental Equipment
Scott County Home Educators
Greg & Julie Stoks Family
Chad W. Nelson & Family
Kennedy Transmission
The Libert Family
In Memory of Jerusha Kesler
TLCF Inc. -- In Memory of
Timothy Correll
The Graham Family
MN Horse & Hunt Club
Triggers Restaurant & Saloon
Shakopee Boy Scout Troop 218
The Moschkau Schulstad Family
Anchor Glass
The Slack Family
Scott County JAF
Doyle Grandchildren
Illuminations-Collectibles
Allen Schmitz Family
Sponsel’s MN Harvest Orchard

Trinity Luth. Church & School CR
East Gateway 4-H Club
CR
Robling Families
CR

7
10
71

Contreras Family
The Tietz Family
IBR Realty

CR
CR
CR

66
69
85
101

The Sticha/Horton Family
CR
Mdewakanton Emergency Services
Explorer Post
CR
Sonnek Family
CR
New Market Sportsmen’s Club
CR
In Memory Of Ralph
and Dolores Menden
CR
Flom/Heaney Family
CR
Church of St. Michael
CR
Coldwell Banker Burnet - ShakopeeCR
Shakopee Community Education CR
Cross of Peace Lutheran Church CR
Helping Hand 4-H Club
CR
The Gearey’s
CR
Prior Lake State Bank Employees CR
Prior Lake VFW Post 6208
CR
Christinia Lutheran Church
CR
Don & Pat Clemens & Family
CR
Shakopee Rotary
CR
C-r Team at Edina Realty
CR
Earth Protectors
CR
Brad’s Barber Shop
CR
Schoenbauer’s Country Corral
CR
William B. Jennings and Friends
CR
The Orin & Linda Kruschke Family CR
Carey Development Jordan
CR
Tom & Maggie Klein Family
CR
Lydia United Methodist Church
CR
Lakes Area Realty, Inc
CR
Clarence Muelken Family
CR
New Prague Sno-Drifters
CR
Mike & Pat Pennington Family
CR
Farmers Insurance – Dan Kuhl
CR
Southdale YMCA Camp Kici Yapi CR
Edina Realty, Inc. – Shakopee
CR
Shakopee Valley Lions
CR
SMSC Fire Emergency Services
CR
Chlan Families
CR
MN Valley Electric Co-op.
CR
Roland & Betty Boegeman Family CR
Employees Of Siwek Lumber
CR
Kubes Family
CR
The Gerold Families
CR
Holy Cross Lutheran Church
CR
C&H Sport Services
CR
Quam & McKenzie’s Cedar Lake Redbones

23

Jordan Lions
Holzer Families
TCF Bank
Marine Corps League
Jim & Mary Monnens Family
Halling Engineering
Shane Soberg and Family
Sponsel’s MN Harvest Orchard
Thompson Farm Road Crew
Farmland Paint Ball Club
National Wild Turkey Federation
Kevin Studnicka Family
The Wyder Family
Belle Plaine Girl Scouts
Carmen & Frank Dircks Families
The Kelly Family
The Bob and Elsie Beckius Family
Keith Rezac & Patrick Samuelson
Legends Club
Southern MN Towing CARHELP
PSR Automation Inc.
Anderson Family
Smith & DeRudder Families
Jill B. Fisette Kes Realty
New Market Fire Department
Carver Scott Co-op Spring Lake
K & R Contracting
B’s Pumping
Girl & Boy Scouts of Jordan
In memory of Brian Jenny
St. John’s Lutheran
Friendship Church Men’s Ministry
Quality Detailed House Inspections
Jerry and Jennifer Flicek & Family
Sieloff and Associates, P.A.
Pat & Jeanne O’Halloran Family
Bullseye Saloon
St. Michael’s Summer Stretch
Revak Family
Boy Scout Troop 331
Jordan Jaycee’s
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Curtis & Diane McClintockFamily
DeGross Families/Connelly Family
River Valley Church
McCloud Family

CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR

61
64
83
79
69
64
29
59
62
7
6
3
27
53
16
70
7
56
91
11
21
5
87
91
27
66
11
46
61
17
78
78
4
86
21
27
33
87
62
23
76
91
61
56/87
2
15

42
56
8
81
75
68
16
15
17
15
91
18
27
46
15
78
2
79
3
15
68
5
66
15
10
10
68
2
87
8
16
79
101
82
27
15
27
9
89
64
18
86
56

Roads Open for Adoption
Rd
Road# Mile(s) GroupName
CR
1
2
Available-Blakely Area
CR
11
2
Available-Jordan Area
CR
60
2
Available-Blakeley Area

Rd
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR

#
15
17
8
89
27

CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR

8
2
81
77
62
16
87
89

CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR
CR

8
8
8
23
14
86
101
64
23
23
2
59

Please contact Pam Undestad at Scott
County Public Works at
pundestad@co.scott.mn.us or at
(952) 496-8419 if you are interested in
adopting the three remaining open roads
shown at left.

News from Three Rivers
Park District

Holiday traditions
observed at
Murphy’s Landing
December-January Programs at Historic
Murphy’s Landing
Saturdays and Sundays in December
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. – Saturdays
11 a.m. - 4 p.m. – Sundays

Folkways of the Holidays
Discover the holiday traditions of 19th Century
Minnesotans. Attractions include horse-drawn trolley
rides, tours of homes with culturally distinct decorations, crafts, and folk art performances. Dress for the
weather; walk among buildings and a horse-drawn trolley ride. Last admission is permitted one hour before
close. Ages 12 and up, $8.50; ages 3 to11 and seniors,
$7.
Entertainment performances begin at the Town Hall:
Dec. 16: Greenwood Tree (Traditional Music of
the British Isles)
• Dec. 22: Village Christmas Pageant (Inside the
Church)
• Dec. 23: DeCantus Carolers
• Dec. 30: Bill Cagley (Traditional Folk Music)

•

Dec. 21 – Friday
5 - 8 p.m.

Folkways by Candlelight
Celebrate the holiday season with a magical
evening visit to the 1800s village of Eagle Creek.
Candlelight and carolers will lead the way to homes
on the Town Square where costumed residents will
share their ethnic holiday traditions. Park and enter
from the west entrance. Dress for the weather and a
winter evening stroll. Ages 12 and up, $8.50; ages 3 to
11 and seniors, $7.

Costumed volunteers bake some traditional
holiday treats for the Folkways of the Holidays
program at Historic Murphy’s landing.during last

Winter at Murphy-Hanrehan
Park Reserve
Cross-country ski trails (12 miles/19.4K): These
challenging, groomed trails are for advanced-level
skiing and ski-skating. The trails have a reputation for
challenge and exhilaration. The trails feature steep
uphill grades and downhill
runs through thick woods.
They are located in the northeastern part of the park reserve. Trails are open from
sunrise until sunset. A daily or
annual Three Rivers Park District ski pass is required. Call (763) 559-6700 for more
information.
Snowmobile trail (four miles; no trailer parking):
This stretch of trail provides a connection across the
southern edge of the park to an outside snowmobile
trail system.
Skijoring/dogsledding trail (three miles): The
designated trail is shared with horseback riders (no
snowmobiles) and is open daylight hours. The trail is
not packed and requires a special-use permit. Call (763)
559-6700 for more information.

